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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 27, 1902

Texas had promised Mr. Leatherman
the cat when he visited here last sum
mer. The cat was received Just In
time for the Thanksgiving feast, but
Leatherman states that his taste was
De Beers Mines Show Prod' of never educated to eat cats of any de- The Largest Cattle Ranch In the
Bcription. He wag smiles all over when
he looked longingly into the cage this
Eleven Millions.
World Purchased.
morning at the depot.
"I know what I will do with it," said
Leatherman. "I will send it to the Zoo
PROMISE
ARIZONA
SUITS at Washington, D. C. Then my name VOTE OF
ANNOUNCED
OF
BREACH
will go down In history."
Several bystanders become Interest
Ciiorous Girls Want Protection from ed and excited by the deputy marshal's Serious Street Car Accident in Des
eager conversation about wild cats,
and supposing be was going Into the
Moines, Iowa.
the "Johnnies."
business, began to ask all kinds of
curious questions. Leatherman seeing
be was acquiring a reputation as a GERMAN SHIPS ORDERED TO VENEZUELA
TO
RICE THR0WIN6
33RIDE OBJECTS
wild cat fancier, retreated from the
caged beast.
Salt Lake, Nov. 27. The purchase of
Klmberley, Nov. 27. The De Beers
Regular services will be held at Tem
mines netted a profit for the year end- ple Albert at 7:45 o'clock Friday eve millions of acres of Mexican territory
ing June 30 of 2,167,709. The direc- ning. Rabbi Jacob H. Kaplan will pre- along the border of the United States
tors' report, which was read at a meet- sent some thoughts on "Thanksgiving" for the purpose of creating one of the
ing of the company, showed that the in which will be set forth how our ut- largest cattle raising ranches In the
4,678,-19world, Is the result of recent nego
output of diamonds realized
terances of thanks bespeak our concep tiations of American capitalists with
were
expenditures
and that the
tion of Cod. The public Is welcome.
Utah men as principals.
2,519,485. The reserve fund exceeds
The Utah men involved are J. T.
1,500,000.
QUICK WORK OF PORTER.
Wood, W. S. McCormlck, F, J. Hagen- The company's interests outside the
diamond field include what the chair- He Put Out Fire on Moving Train, barth, H. C. Wood, Joslah Harnett.
Associated with them Is O. M. Stafman predicted would be one of the best
Thus Preventing a Conflagration.
ford, a banker of Cleveland.
explosives factories In the world,
27.
porter
The
Flagstaff, Ariz., Nov.
The purchase of land comprises
which is being built at False Bay. He on passenger No. 7 which passed
4,000 square miles and extends
nearly
supcompany
would
said he hoped the
through here today, proved himself a along the border for 159 miles from a
ply the Rand miners with explosives.
hero this morning at the Santa Fe point sixteen miles west of El Paso,
The fruit farms of the company in pumping station of Angel, eleven miles
exwestern Cape Colony are being devel- east of this city. As the train was The purchase Involves an Initial
a
fully
dollars.
It
million
of
penditure
experts.
oped under California
nearing Angel, it was discovered that
is the Intention of the promoters of the
smoking
was
car
of
vestibule
the
the
enterprise to make this Mexican ranch
on fire. The porter, with rare presence a breeding ground for cattle and they
LOVE AFFAIRS.
of mind and at the peril of being will place from 7,500 to 10,000 cows up
:Rich Kansas Farmers Up Against the burned and of falling under the mov- on the land the coming season.
Real Thing.
ing cars, secured water - and extin'McPherson, Kan., Nov. 27. Papers guished the flames which had gained
Official Vote of Arizona.
have been filed In the district court by some headway. His name could not
Phoenix. Nov. 27. Official returns
Mrs. Roesner for $5,000 damages be learned but whoever he Is, he ol the election have all been filed with
against Nels Olsen, a wealthy bachelor should be commended for the brave ac th territorial secretary. The vote for
farmer of Marquette, Kan., for breach tion he took In saving the destruction delegate to congress: J. F. Wilson,
of promise. Mrs. Roesner Is the di- of property and possibly loss of democrat, 9,716; Robert E. Morrison,
republican, 9,230.
vorced wife of Richard Roesner, an- lives.
other farmer living near Marquette, reStreet Car Accident
.,..
puted to be worth $35,000.
SWINDLERS,
INSURANCE
s
Des Moines, Iowa, Nov. 27 Two
On the separation of Roesner and
were fatally injured and six serhis wife about two years ago, Roesner
iously hurt In a street car collision at
brought suit against James F. Darrah
for $10,000 for the alienation of his Detective Tells of the Operations of the foot of Sixth street hill this morning. The car got away at the top of
wife's affections and subsequently for
.a divorce from his wife. The divorce the Men in El Paso and Elsewhere. the hill, and crashed into another at
the bottom, six blocks away. The runbeing obtained, Roesner sought anoth
away car telescoped the second car,
er wife and imported one from GerSWINDLERS IN BAD CONDITION.
anil,' although both cars were crowded
many, a Mrs. Schwardtfeger, under the
with passengers, most of them escaped
promise of marriage upon her arrival.
by Jumping. Mrs. J. H. Frawley and
Roesner was disappointed in the new
Probably the most remarkable coil' daughter, Helen, agen 10, were fatally
home
and
broke
his
to
share
candidate
wnereupon Mrs. spiracy to defraud life insurance com injured.
off negotiations,
Schwerdtfeger brought suit for dam panies out of large sums of money yet
German War Ships.
ages against Roesner In the sum of recorded In the annals of crime was
today In the habeas corpus
Berlin, Nov. 27. Three additional
$10,000. Judgment was obtained for disclosed
proceedings in the cases of William cruisers, the Nlobe, Ariadne and Ama
$1,600. Roesner's suit against Darrah
Mason and C. T. Richardson, charged zone have been ordered to proceed to
Is now in the supreme court.
by the New York
Insurance com Veneiuela.
pany with conspiracy to swindle and
CHORUS GIRLS CHAPERONS. conspiracy to murder, and held under
A. O. U. W. BALL
aggregating $40,000 ,says a dis
"Threaten to Quit Unless They Are Pro bonds
patch to the Denver News from El Members and Their Friends Had a
tected from "Johnnie."
Fine Time Last Night
Paso, Texas.
St. Paul. Minn., Nov. 27. An adver
When Richardson, the company's exgiven by
The
ball
Ancient Order
tisement appeared In the local papers agent and tne alleged ringleader, was of United Workmen the
their hall on
at
calling for a chaperon for the chorus brought, handcuffed, into the court
South Second street last night was a
girls of "The Liberty Belles." The room, it was evident
that the strain successful and enjoyable social' event,
"pajama girls" wrote Manager Scott was beginning to tell on
him. Mason
will linger long in the minds of
that in Denver and other cities they Is a physical wreck, and unable to and
present.
those
had been greatly annoyed by the speak, eat or leave his couch.
The pleasant ball was comfortably
"Johnnies." In their letter they said
The main witness for the state was filled with gay and mirthful dancers,
"On three evenings there were so Detective Gray, of Richmond Hills, I
many dances
many of these men at the stage door I., whose right name is W. J. Garrison. who glided through the
we
hours
of Thanksuntil
small
the
we had to leave the theater by the He was on the stand six hours, and giving day.
front way. We beg to inform you that told the story of the plots and counter
The inspiring music for the occasion
if, according to our understanding In plots in detail. Gray said he was sent
was
furnished by Mrs. Berry and
New York, we cannot be properly es to Dallas by the company to unearth
Devlne. A sumptuous supper
corted, you may consider the two the frauds, and he began his task by James
complete
In every reweeks' notice clause as being in effect engaging in the lumber business, pos- spect, wasand appetizing
by the Degree of
furnished
we
will return to our homes in the ing as a rich man, and, finally becomand
Honor, the Ladles' auxiliary to the An
ast."
ing acquainted with Richardson, the cient order. The supper committee
Forty women called on the manager company's
agent.
He afterwards consisted of Mrs. Shufflebarger, Mrs
during the day in response to the ad gained Richardson's confidence
and
Mrs. Harsh, while Mrs. Allen
vertlsement, but the name of the one met Mason, or Mannering. Richard- Johnson,
Wilson were the table comMrs.
and
selected was not announced.
son insured Gray's invalid nephew, mittee.
Evans, of St. Louis, a fictitious person,
J. H. Shufflebarger, Thomas McEl-vaiBRIDE OBJECTED TO RICt.
for $10,000, substituting a healthy man
and J. Rouchert were the commit
for the examination. The policy was tee who arranged for the brilliant ball.
.Bridegroom Drew a Pistoi and Throw. collected and the money divided.
The event was the occasion of enjoy
ing of Old Shoes Stopped.
After this the three men formed a ment on all sides, which lasted until
Louis,
27.
Nov.
St.
"It isn't a bit conspiracy to cover the entire south- the last guest left the hall.
funny." wailed young Mrs. Horace west
and Chihuahua, Mexico, in their
Kuinsey while a bridal party pelted her operations. They
came to Kl Paso to
Frederick Bush to Marry.
with rice and old shoes in the Union begin, and insured Gray, under
The announcement of the engage
the
fetation, where she was waiting to take name of
Marshall D. Sangainette, for ment of Miss Ruby Argenhrlght and
the train to New York on her honey- Iluo.ono, with Mason as David
Frederick A. Bush, of Silver City, has
moon. Rumsey beard the plaint of bis
beneficiary. They were to been made. Owing to the Illness of
bride and asked the merrymakers to burn a corpse in a house, prove that it Mr. Bush's mother the wedding will be
stop. They didn't and his hand went was the body of
the insured, and di- private. The date of the ceremony has
to his inside pocket and the bridal vide the policy equally.
Gray feared been set for an early day In December.
party found themselves looking into a that he was about to be made the
vic- Mr. Bush Is known In Albuquerque and
pistol barrel. "Now let's have uo more tim and murdered by
two.
has a host of friends throughout New
the
other
of this," the bridegroom said.
They urged him to go to Chihuahua Mexico.
He is now the editor and
Women screamed, the rice throwing with them to t arry out other similar manager of that newsy weekly, the
stopped, and a banner inscribed "Just schemes. He declined to enter Mex- bilver City Enterprise.
married and goip.g to 6ee the sights of ico, fearing murder, but consented to
Miss Argenbrigbt is a popular young
a big town," was hurriedly put out of go to Denver. All were arrested.
society lady of Silver City, and is ac
tight.
Attorney D. Curtis Cano, of Roches- compliahed as a vocalist.
The conter, N. Y., testified that in 1806 Rich- gratulations of their many friends are
CAT.
LEATHERMAN'S WILD
ardson was a lawyer of that town, un- upon them, wishing them success and
der the name of Leslie Hurlbert, and happiness.
It Came This Morning as a Present for Mason, then known as William Mitcha Texas Officer.
Left for Navajo Reservation.
ell,, was his clerk. Mrs. Hurlbert was
A leopard wild cat waa the ThanksManager Herman Switzer, of the
Mitchell's sister.
by
Deputy
giving present received
Harvey Indian curio, left last night for
E. Ashforth and wife and Miss Wini- the Navajo reservation In company
I'nited States Marshal Leatherman
this morning. United States Marshal fred Ashforth, of New York City, are with Beja' Benelllo, the hair worker,
Seabrigbt of the western district of stopping at the Alvarado.
and hi squaw, the blanket weaver,
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-
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attend the great harvest festival on the 29th of this month. Mr.
Switzer takes considerable Interest
and their wish to attend the dance was
granted. However, he will comlbne
business with the pleasure to be de How He Enjoyed the Day We
rived from such a trip, and will no
dout t ol taln a few more industrial InAll Observe.
dians, which he will place In the curio.
The hogan in the Indian village has
been fitted with a little stove, and
there will be no more "mucha frio" DISASTER TO DUTCH IN SUMATRA
when the Indians return.
who will

THE PRESIDENT

Snow Down South.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 27. Snow Canadian Steamer Reported Missing
fell here early today.
on Lake Superior.
Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 27. The
first snow of the season began falling
here early today.
SUM

A Grand Dinner.
Judge and Mrs. A. J. Crawford gave
a fine dinner at the Alvarado, compli

ADOPTS

THE

G8L0

STANDARD

Washington, D. C, Nov. 27. Presi
dent Roosevelt took a long horseback
ride into the country. Tonight the pres
ident will have a number of personal
friends and relatives to dinner. Public
business, except of the most pressing

mentary to Mrs. Judge Burgess, of
Missouri, and Mrs. Charles Redman,
of Kentucky. These cultured ladles
are being royally entertained, and
many grand functions are being given
in their honor.

nature, waa suspended.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Disaster to the Dutch.
The Hague, Nov. 27. A dispatch
from Acbln, Sumatra, anounces that
Dutch
Lieutenant Dekok and forty-fivtroops on board a barge on a river In
the interior, were recently attacked by
a band of Achlnese, the barge sank and
the lieutenant and twenty men were
drowned.

Hon. W. H. Whlteman, adjutant
general of New Mexico, was In the city
last night from Santa Fe.
Mrs. E. J. Barnum, who vtslted her
sister In Texas the past month, returned to the city last night.
Dr. John R. Haynea and wife, nee
Miss Juanlta Armljo, left last night for
their home In Park View, New Mex

e

STEAMER

ico.

LOST.

.

Myers, Louise and Kate Drury, Daisy
Huntzlnger, ' Rutherford,
Johnston.
Manwarin, Simpson, Misses Strum- quist, Drury, Low, Goodwin, Walker,
Springer, Richardson, Matherly.

"
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STATEHOOD URGED
Governor

Otero

Inlentai ci

Gormley Acquitted.
Chicago, Nov. 27. james H. GormSubject In Chicago.
ley, president of Masonic Fraternity
Temple association, who has been on
trial for conspiracy to defraud the
county out of taxes due on the Masonic EXCITING FOOTBALL GAMES TOD AT
temple property, was acquitted this
morning.
Cattle and Swine of Kaw EnglaaJ
Death of Miss Hattie Ceen.
Hattle Coen, the twelve-year-ol- d
Placed Under Quarantine.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Coen,
died yesterday morning at 8 o'clock,
at the home of her parents, 213 Hazle-din- e
avenue, after an illness with in- DEATH OF A RICH ILLINOIS WOMAX
termittent fever. There was a report
In circulation that the young lady had
Chicago, Nov. 2 . Governor 36
died of scarlet fever, which Is a mis
Otero, of New Mexico, ia In Chi- - X
take, and the bereaved parents re
cago on business. "There s no X
quest their friends, and especially the
reason on earth why New Mexico X
children friends of the deceased to at
tend the funeral, which will occur at X should not become a itate," he X
V
the Lead Avenue Methodist church to X said.
morrow afternoon at 2 o'clock. Rev. X "It has a population of 300,000 X
r tsher will officiate, and burial will be X people .and we have wealth and X
In Falrvlew cemetery.
X education that entitles us to state-- X
X hood.VThe real property values of X
X the territory reach $200,000,000, X
AFTER 2,39? YEARS
X and the native Mexican popula-Persia Resumes Diplomatic Relations X tion is fast becoming an educated X
With Greece.
X and more progressive factor in X
Athens, Nov. 27 The announcement X the community." .
X
that Ibraham Khan Dovletl had been
appointed Persian ambassador to the
Hellenic court Is more Interesting than
FOOTBALL GAMES,
It first appears. Since Darius, in the
year 491 B. C, sent heralds to Athens Exciting College Games In Many of theto demand earth and water as symbols
Eastern Cities.
of submission no Persian ambassador
Philadelphia, Pa., Not. 27. The Uni
has been sent to Athens.
Now diplomatic relations are about versity of Pennsylvania and Cornell
to be resumed, after a lapse of 2,393 foot ball elevens met today on Franklin
years. The event will be celebrated field In their annual gridiron battle)
'
with an imposing ceremony. The am since 1893.
'
Cornel! has won only one game from
bassador will soon arrive here to pre
Pennsylvania, that of last year. But
'
sent his credentials.
Captain Warner was sanguine of Tie- -'
Mrs. R. E. Pellow, of Bakersfleld, tory today. He aald his players are
we cuyuai., is visiting inenas-ihot so badly injured as the reports In-- ,'
dicate. The Pennsylvania eleven was
In the-- best physical condition. Ther
HERE iN ALBUQUERQUE.
,. ,.r
wag an Immense crowd,
X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

-

The pupils of the school of music
will give a public recital at the assem
bly hall Saturday afternoon at 4
o'clock.
J. B. Mayo and wife, of Golden, are
in the city. They are here to look
over the property recently purchased
by Mr. Mayo.
A recital will be given by the school
of music Saturday afternoon at 4
o'clock. The public are cordially in
vlted to attend.
At the B. W. B. ball Christmas eve
a prise will be given to the raggedest
couple. The prise is' on display at T.
Y. Maynard's Jewelry store.
Maynard Gunsul, manager of the
Electric Light and Power company,
who has been on a trip to Denver, re
turned to the city last night.
Capt. J. E. Elder, who was at Las
Vegas in the interest of business connected with the Colorado Telephone
company, returned to the metropolis
laBt night.
The ladles of the
Benevolent society Were busy yesterday distributing gifts of the school
children among the needy, and many
home were brightened by their visits.
The Choral society will give their
first concert Tuesday, December 16, at
the school of music. The program will
consist of solos, vocal and Instrumental, and many fine numbers by the
chorus.
The Whitney Hardware company, always generous with their employes,
presented each one with a Thanksgiving turkey. This is an annual custom
with the big firm and one that is appreciated.
Everybody In town you meet these
days are inquiring "Who will occupy
the new Barnett building?" Mr. Bar-nehas a number of applicants, but
has not as yet settled upon who will
occupy the building.
The Citizen football team played a
game against a team from the shops
this morning on the vacant lots opposite the Hotel Highland, and administered a coat of whitewash to their opponents, the score standing 15 to 0.
Roy Shallenberger and Miss Anita
Mead will leave tonight for Mesilla
Park to attend the Agricultural and
Mechanical college. They will be
as far as San Marclal by
Mrs. A. L. Mead, who will spend the
winter there with her daughter, Mrs.
Lee Shallenberger.
W. O. Brown is here representing the
El Paso Times. That paper will soon
issue an illustrated edition on New
Mexico and the advantages of statehood, and Mr. Brown is gathering data.
He wag a pleasant caller at The Citizen office and obtained several fine
tuts to help swell the Illustrations in
the forthcoming special edition.
The railroad committees, out solicitand
ing funds for the
the Albuquerque
ground terminals
Eastern railroad, arc resting up today,
giving the dear people an opportunity
to enjoy their Thanksgiving turkey
and to agree In tin ir minds how much
they can give to g t the new railroad.
The committees will be out again tomorrow.
With five Navajo Irxlians, one silversmith, two blanket weavers and two
( lark, of the Hyde
pappoose, John
company, passed through the city last
night en route from Thoreau to Pittsburg. The Indians were gorgeous in
their dress. Beads and silver chains
were much in evidence and headgear,
bells and moccasins of rich material
and color. The Navujos will no doubt
be a picturesque feature of the fine display of Indian curios in the smoky city.
tt

right-of-wa-

fr

Canadian Vessel Reported Missing
on Lake Superior.
Chicago, Nov. 27. The marine underwriters are inclined today to give
the Canadian steamer Bannockburn
up for lost on Lake Superior. The miss
ing Bteamer was passed last Friday by
the steamer Algonquin about fifty
miles southeast of Passage Island and
northeast of Keweenaw point Since
that time nothing has been heard of
the steamer. It la supposed the steamer stranded on Carrabiou Island, The
Canadian government
discontinued
.....
.A
that Important light about a week agq
for the season.
With the stormy
Game at Ann Arbor.
weather prevailing it Is supposed the How Thanksgiving Is Being Observed ,' Ann-ArbMich., Nov. 87. With
crew could not have got word to the
both sides determined to use to Ita utIn the Territorial Metropolis.
shore. The Bannockburn carries a
most every ounce of skill and sinew In
crew of twenty men. The ship and
lt possession the elevens of the Unicargo are worth $200,000.
versity .of .Michigan and the University
of Minnesota lined up this afternoon
EVERYBODY HERE HAPPY. .
Slam Adopts Gold Standard.
ball chamfoot
to decide the western
.
..-..Bangkok, Slam, Nov. 27. The gold
pionship., ,
j
standard scheme for Slam has become
Thanksgiving day crept in on us this
Michigan had to give odds in the
to
the.
a law and the mints are closed
morning with a piercing atmosphere betting last night but with the arrival
free coinage of silver.
which penetrated and caused the deni- of the Copper contingent today even
zens to shiver, who made a mistake money was In evidence. Half an hoar
Two Men Found Dead.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 27. Two and were out early. But the pleasant before the game began the bleachers
men registered as E. W. Pollock and and warm sun was soon shedding the were filled. Snow was falling.
Marion Plerson, of Bridgeport, Ind., glad rays of warmth Into the cold land,
New England Quarantined.
were found dead in a room at the Ar- and all had the appearance of cheerfulUfa ahtn stnn Vav 97 Oiuvai.r
t9
lington hotel today. The gas jets were ness and happiness.
Agriculture
today
promulgated
Wilson
unusually
quiet,
were
streets
The
turned on.
save the cry of some poor chicken or an order establishing a quarantine ot
turkey whose doom was close at hand. cattle, sheep and other ruminants and
AN ANARCHIST NEST.
Everyone had a busy and active air swine in the New England states and
Street Fight Leads to Its Discovery In about them. With arms filled with tur- prohibiting the exportation of such ankeys, and all manner of good things imals from Boston until further orders.
New York.
New York, Nov, 27. As the outcome they hastened along the thoroughfares This action is taken on account of th
cf the arrest of two Italians fighting with faces clothed In smiles. Groceries discovery of a highly contagious foot
fiercely In the street, the police of the and meat shops were busy this morn- and mouth disease in New England.
Oak street station in this city, believe ing passing good things over the coun"
Death of Rich Old Lady.
they have discovered an anarchist ters and filling baskets to the limit.
111.,
Bloomlngton,
27.
Nov.
Mrs.
meeting place within a stone's throw All the business Leases were open
of the station. The prisoners gave their until noon when quietness reigned su- Eliza Stansbury died here today aged
names as Dominic Santo and Tony preme. The postofflce and wholesale 75 years. She wag a wealthy pioneer
resident of central Illinois and became
Menz. Santo had a big revolver with houses were closed all day.
which he was trying to shoot Menz.
The annual union Thanksgiving ser- noted through her generosity to religThe latter carried a dangerous looking vice was held this morning in the Lead ious Institutions.
Inlfe. When searched fifteen car- Avenue Methodist church, all the deOFF FOR LAS CRUCES.
tridges were found in Santo's pockets. nominations in the city taking part.
Besides there was an unopened letter Rev. Mark Hodgson, pastor of the
from Canatellt, Italy.
Highland Methodist church, preached The Foot Ball and Basket Ball Teams
Menz had a rough map of Paris and the Thanksgiving
Left Last Night
sermon. The muthe department of the Seine, with sical service rendered by the choir was
The girls basket ball team of the
about a dozen of the largest public very beautiful. Prof. Robert T. Blair, high school departed for Mesilla Park
buildings numbered consecutively and of the school of music, gave a violin last night after a couple of long hours
marked. He also had a bill head from solo. A large donation was received of waiting. The practice games at the
tho Charlton hotel, London, and admit for the poor and needy of the city.
high school speak well for the individted that he came to this country three
Young people's societies held a ual and team work of the players. The
years ago.
Thanksgiving praise service at the young ladies are confident of an exAccording to the police the fight Santa Fe hospital this morning. The cellent showing against the university
In a hall where a meeting was program was as follows:
girls at the Agricultural college. The
in session. Santo was charged with
Is as follows: Forwards.
Gloria Baptist quartet, consisting team line-uhaving revealed secrets and the fight of Misses Ida and Vldel Johnson, Mr. Misses Ada Vaughn and Lizzie Baa-set- t;
in the street followed, resulting In Money and Mr. Whitehlll.
guards, Misses Helen Fitch and
their arrett. Menz is said to have adScripture lesson aud Prayer Mrs. Roso Harseh; center, Miss Rose Hunt-ziiige- r;
Is
an
anarchist.
mitted that he
Newton Cozine.
substitute, Miss Jessie Mordy.
Spanish Hymn Mrs. S. B. Gillette. The party was chaperoned by Mrs. L.
Fatal Freight Train Collision.
Solo (with guitar accompaniment)
G. Lanker. L. J. Treves of the Indian
Oakland, t'al., Nov. 27. Early this
school will umpire the game. The
morning near Benecla, two freight Miss Lillian Huggett.
Reading Miss Florence Cbapln.
eventful game will take place tonight
trains crashed Into each other. EnSong Misa Selma Anderson.
at the college.
gineer Henry Foster and Fireman H.
In the St. John's Episcopal church
Foot Ball.
W. Davis, of Oakland, were instantly
the annual Thanksgiving service was
At least one game of foot ball will
killed.
conducted at 3 o'clock this afternoon. take place within the boundary of New
Returning from the religious ser- Mexico. The Allwquerque Indian footEntertained by the Hoppings.
A number of friends were pleasantly vices in the morning a Thanksgiving
ball team came Into the city lavishly
entertained by Messrs. Fred and Clyde dinner constituted the special event of decorated with ribbons of brilliant
Hopping at their home on South Edith the day, in most of the homes.
color and went south to Mesilla Park
The homes of the poverty stricken on the late train. They will meet In a
street last night. The principal entertaining feature was progressive dom- will not be without an enjoyable din- pigskin tussle with the A. M, college
inoes. Music and games also formed ner and tbelr unpleasant environments team. This team of Indian players are
part of the amusements of the evening. made pleasant. The ladies of the
noted for their sterling qualities and
Miss Daisy Huntzlnger won the first
Benevolent society spent expect to do some fine work on the
prize at dominoes, and Osman Skinner yesterday seeing that every poor fam- gridiron. The teams contesting in the
won the booby prize. Those present ily was remembered on the day of uni- game today are the same that finished
were: Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hopping, versal haplness. And that happiness with a score of 0 to 0 on the fair
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hopping, Mrs. E. L. and eontentedness is prevailing In our grounds here during the territorial
Hopping, Misses Maggie Becker, Tway, land today is beyond question.
fair.
A
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the great state of Wlsnonsln a ma- "Let tbe
jority of the people are of Dermal
birth, and they hold on firmly to their

T EWOkSnHINO

in the world for a cough

THE BEST

Is to cough.

GOLD OUST twins do

PROFE8IONAL- - CARDS

yew work,

MINING ENGINEER.

language and customs.

IhlNd

In the world for a cough ia a

V. V. Clark,
and metallurgical engineer, KM
Went Oold avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Specialties: Reports, surveys and maps;
plana and reduction works; mines aad
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
Mining;

Foley's Honey and i ar always stops
tho cough and heals tbe lungs. Refuse
substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
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The thrifty bnyer knows that the
"Lton Store" it the money saving spot
Where else on this green earth can
you buy the finest $1.60 men's shirts
at 48c The Lion Store.
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The Store the People Talk About

' Some years ago, when Col. Cody
started on a tour of the Rocky mountain aa the hot of a number of foreign military offloers, baring been
feted by them in their clubs and
liomea, he wa anxious to cater to
their every taita and comfort while
in camp life on this side of the great
pond, relates the Detroit Free Press.
His orders were to spare no expense, and among the "luxuries"
taken along was a French ehef with
record and a price. He was secured
from the Brown Palace hotel in Denver, Louis Pierre Oascirgue was his
name; but for the long trail, and the
generous price paid to him, "60
plunks a week," a cowboy said the
chef consented to be called "Gas" for
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USE YOUR OWN MIND AND READ THIS LIST OF PRICES

.,

to all who regard clean linen as one of
life's necessities to know that the Imperial laundry Is regarded by all good
dressers as the One place on earth
where laundry work is done to their
supreme satisfaction. We have the
skill, the experince and the will to do
our work right, and will guarantee sat
isfaction.

thfcvnKful digestion.
Sweet, crisp fUKei of wheat and malt.

sented the appearance the first night
In camp of a ghost, and was regarded
with superstitious suspicion by the
cowboys and others of that ilk.
"Gas" set In to show the wild west
erners a thing or two in the culinary
art by his first camp dinner. He had
patent cooking stove, the wide
.world for a kitchen with heaven for
roof, while china, fine linea and
wines were right at hand. 8ix o'clock
waa the dinner hour that first nigltt
at the base of the San Francisco
mountains, and Gas was in raptures
over his dinner. Buffalo Bill, the
host, looked serious, the guests more
ao. Such a dinner they could get in
any club in a city, but they did not
aay so, if thsy did keep up a devil of
a thinking. It was not what Col.
Cody liked, but it wss what he
thought ha ought to have for his distinguished guests.' The latter stood
it for two days and then went on a
strike.
"I say, Cody," ventured Sir St. John
Mildmay, major of the Grenadier
Guards, "do you call this wild western camp fare and cooking? You see,
we are all half dead with dyspepsia
now, and thought ws would! get some
good, wholesome food on this thousand-mile
trip in the saddle with
you."
The others joined in the chorus to
the same effect, while monsieur, the
chef, looked a solemn as a country
parson's horse. Aa for Col. Cody, he
beamed with delight, said that Hocky
mountain trails and table d'hote dinners didn't mix well, and Gas was at
once given leave to go along, aa he
couldn't be sent back, as an ornament, a useless acquisition, and two
scouts were installed as cooks. And
with the chef, the canned goods,
china, fine linen and the stove were
aealed up in the wagon, and tin plates
and cups were brought forth.
And such cooking as these scouts
id could not be improved upon. While
Col. Cody showed that he was a
cook himself. He could throw a
flapjack from a frying pan into the
air 15 feet, turn it over and hare it
come down on the other side, never
once making a miss and falling into
the fire. The guests tried to learn
this trick, but it was found too expensive, as they never missed the fire,
but always the frying pan. M. Louis
Pierre Gascirgue could not be prevailed upon to taste any of the frontier cooking, but stuck to hie soups

Leon B.Stern.Propweior

'
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3end In your
Mail Orders.
N will take
are of them
roperly.
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Till, filled with good things to the brim,
"Give thanks for Force,' " ssyt
"Sunny Jim."

66

He had the selection of the canned
roods to be carried along, and turtle
eoup, of the very beet, M. Gas or-4ered, and iV took an extra wagon to
liold them.The chef was radiant In
snow-whit- e
suit and cap, and pre

a

anoaBooaasacaaaana

Jim Dumpt it more than thankful whea
Thanksgiving Day comet round again,
For all the Dumps, well trained on .
orce, '

"

IT'S A MATTER OF VITAL
'
IMPORTANCE

Do your shopping by Mail
If you
can't come
In person.

TKree Generations Est "Fore."
"The writer Is one of three generations who start breakfast
with Force.' It Is an open question whether the children, grandma or myself could got along without it.
"Jobs pa M. Gibbovs."

Mill Ends of Corduroy

Back of Postofftc.

40

J.H.Q'Rfelly&Go.

inches wide

B

5HEV,,0- Twide, strictly pure
wool, warranted sponged and
shrunk; splendid 75c value;
yard"?W:.!?!
38

C.K

BLACK

ywd:

39C
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IT COSTS TO HARRY.

a rive Delias Bill la HeeessavsDetrar the saeaees la
Moat

STOVE WORK.
& Co. to have your
stove work done and get a good Job by
competent mechanics.
Go

-

Places.

Marriage is one of the cheapest of
luxuries if one reckons only ths outlay
rsquirsd for the payment of the preacher or msgistrate who performs ths
ceremony and the cost of the license lis
such states as require licenses. Any
minister, priest' or preacher ef the
Gospel in the United States may solemnize marriages, and in many states
judges for one or more classes of
courts may officiate. In all aare half
a dozen states, too, justices of the
pesce have the privilege of officiating
at the highly important function, says
the Chicago Chronicle.
In some parts of the United States
the person performing a marriage cer- smony must havs personal knowledge
of the identity, names and residence of!
the psrties, and inssmuch as such laws
sre enforced in soms of the western
ststes where young people frequently
drive long distances to be married, the
stipulation has on occasion caused
or lest inconvenience. In most
I more
I
ef the states two witnesses ars required to be present at the solemnization of a marriage, although in some
first-clastates a single witness is sufficient.
There is still in force in Pennsylvsnia
sn old law which prescribes that 11
witnesses shall be present, but this exaction is seldom if ever enforced, i'er-hsths strsngest stipulation of all
is that which appears in the lsws of
Tennetsse, and la to the effect that the
validity of a marriage hall bs in nowise affected by the omission of the
baptismal name of either party in the
license and the use of a nickname inand plum puddings, while he looked stead, provided the parties can be idenas though he had buried his best tified. Any person conversant with
friend. He sought excitement in rid- the conditions prevailing in the mouning a broncho, and was thrown daily. tain districts of Tennessee will appre-- '
He took to a wagon and was upset, eiate the wisdom of this unique pro-after which he walked, dropped beCommon supposition is to ths effect
hind, and was scared nearly to death
by the Indians. One day he stood that the fee for performing the marlooking up disconsolately at the sua riage ceremony is dependent entirely
pon the generosity of the bridegroom,
and said in a funereal tons: "Dat sun
do shine for all persun, but it do not snd it will, doubtless, therefore, sur- prise msny persons to learn that in
just seem to shine for me."
When the long trail ended at Salt several states the lew has a hsnd ia
Lake City the French chef was the the matter. In the Old Dominion, for
instance, there it a statute which pro- only one of the party who had indigestion, and he drowned his sorrows rides thst the person solemnizing a
by getting gloriously drunk, hence marriage it entitled to a fee of one
was happy for the time being. But dollar, and that "any person exacting
Col. Cody braced him up and returned a greater fee thall forfeit to the party
him to Denver, having paid well for aggrieved ISO. In West Virginia It is
a "luxury," not to be taken on a stipulated that ths fee be "at least
one dollar," and ths Idaho law ssyt
Hocky mountain trail.
thst "the fee shall bs five dollars, or
sny othsr or grrster sum voluntarily
Nervous trsvelers who dread sleep- given by the psrtiet to such marriage."
ing in unknown houses will welcome In 18 ststes
of the union a wedded
the
' "vigilant
dragon," couple may obtain a mors or less elabwhich is not unlike a small brass-shelle- d orate certificate of their marriage.
tortoise. It is, in fact, a
dome-gon- g
table bell, with spiked
Jumped on a Ten Penny Nail.
legs and with a spiked dragon's head.
The little daughter of J. N. Powell
When a bedroom door is closed the
pikes are placed in the floor and jumped on an Inverted rake maaVe of
against the door, and then the ten penny nails, and thrust one nail endragon's tail Just touches the floor. tirely through her foot and a second
This tail is connected with the bell one half way through. Chamberlain's
clapper, so that if anyone endeavors Pain Balm was promptly applied and
to open the door from the outside an five minutes later the pain had disapobstacle is met with, and the alarm peared and no more suffering was exis gien. When the anxious wstehes perienced. In three days the child was
of the night are over the "vigilant wearing her shoe as usual and with
dragon" becomes a reposeful bell for absolutely no discomfort. Mr. Powell Is
a well known merchant of Forkland,
the writing table. London Express.
Va. Pain Balm Is an antiseptic and
Bla.t-Faraa- c
heals such injuries without maturation
In western Europe, and particular- and
in
the time required by
ly in Germany, the employment of
usual treatment. For sale by all
motors utilizing gases from blast fur- the
naces is increasing. It is said that druggists.
the use of these gases, which is not
Good Fresh Milk.
so common in England or the United
You get 16 quarts of good fresh milk
States, effects a considerable saving
in the cost of founding. The motors for $1.00 from Albers Bros, dairy. Try
thus driven are employed principally us once.
for actuating air compressors and
If you miss the concert Thanksgivelectric generators. Science,
ing light in Colombo hall, you miss!
the musical treat of the season.

to E. J. Post

Let us figure on your plumbing.'
buquerque Hardware company.

high-grad-

5

J. H. O'RIELLY

AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
AND 8ECOND 8TREET3.
Automatic Telephone 508.
T.
.

Gas-Moto-

one-thir-

d

A. SKINNERv
t

.

In
Dealer
-

.

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
206

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave

The Union
Market
207 West Gold Avenue,

AVENUE
WE8T RAILROAD
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

A. E.

WALKER

16

12

a, m.

Finc

Waist Jat;
yards
every coniJlw mm mm
ej) I e

2

Co.

competent mechanics.
0

-

.

F. A. Jones, e. M C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survej
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.

Subscribe for the Citizen.

worth 6c; tomorrow,

6c

The Peninsular is a heater and
Whitney Company.

to have your tilator,
stove work done and get a good job by
to E. J. Post ft

LINING CAMBRICS
Mill Ends, light colors

that us

per yard
;

0

only;

01
OjC

HUCK TOWELS

Warranted pnre Linen; large)
site, white or colored borders;
best 26c value; to-e Q

98c

STOVE WORK.

Go

o

Mausard's Mills,

.3f?

:

Bleached Irish Linen; handsome
patterns; regular S150.. value;
tomorrow, per
yard ..

VJ

yard

nue, between Second and Third streets,
have received a new rubber tiring
machine and guara'ntee their work.
They do horseshoeing as a specialty,

Secretary Mutual Building Association
Office at J. C. Baldrldge't Lumber Yard

wil1 seI1

terns, consisting of
ia stripes and figures

TABLE DAMASK
72 Inches wide, extra quality fine

OUTING FLANNELS
30 inches wide, heavyweight;
splendid range of patterns; 10c
value; tomorrow, per
flyr

W. L. Brackett & Co,
the new blacksmiths on Copper ave

FIRE INSURANCE

ss

i

& GO.

Prescription Drugglsti
LEAD

to

SHAKER FLANNELS
In cream only; the kind
ually sells at 8c; tomorrow, per yard .

Inches wide;
10c quality; tomorrow,
per yard

G

.

I

LINEN CRASH

Half Bleached,

...6c

PUMPS,
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
METAL FENCING, HITCH
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
WELL-MAKIN-

10

Extra Specials in Linens and Domestics

Purest Drugs
at

matchabie!

Etamines,
Whipcords, Melroses, French I'oplins, Voiles, Corkscrews, Satin Soleils, Kerseys and
Panama Cloths the most popular weaves for tailor-mad- e
gowns or dress costumes cloths
e
that are from 45 to 54 inches wide every inch warranted strictly pure wool
materials that sell regularly at $1.50 to $2 00 per yard
"
,
tomorrow your cboice
V

Al-

A. D. JOHNSON

tomorrow per yd . . 75o

Here is a Black Dress Goods Snapab8,ut,f

embroidered
ceivable color and combination fully worth $3. 00
For 2 hours tomorrow per pattern

and

25C

yard0r.r?r:.....

regular $1. 25 quality

Finest Silk and Wool Scotch Flannels

Best

for
skirts or Children's dresses
heavy weight actual BOo value;

0U

guaranteed to wear

Black Taffeta Silk

worth $1.00

WOOL PLAID-336 Inches wide, suitable

VELVETEE- N-

,nche8 wlde heavy ouallty
good black. reguiAT 7Bo Talue;
tomorrow per
21

Tomorrow from
WHAT

extra heavy

in black and mode

tomorrow per yard, 4 80.

24-i- n

Imperial Laundry

27

--

,...Js.OO

morrow, each

Briti-

ven-

-

repaired.
pany

in your tlnwara and

bat it

Albuquerque Hardware) com
-

Try Albers Milk.
Have you seen that blue enameled
Before paying 10 cents a quart for teel war
at the Albuquerque Hard,
milk, try ours; 16 quarts for 11.00.
ware company's store. It la the moat
Albers Bios'.
beautiful and ornamental war evet
seen in Albuquerque.
Casa do Oro.
Rooms with board; electric lights
$1,000.00 borrowed from tho Mutual
and gas; hot and cold water In each Building association of Albuquerque)
zoom.
Special rates to permanent costs you only $13.36 per month. .
A. BL
'warders; no Invalids; No. 613 West Walker, secrtary.
(old avenue.
0
Have your bouse wen ventilated b
Acorn base burners. The world's using a Peninsular base
burner.
standard. Whitney Comapny.
Whitney Company.

CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico
FLOUR AND
LOTS
Albuquerque,

BhN

...

A

IN CARLOAD

WM, G0ETTINQ & CO.,

Proprietor.

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

SPECIALTY.
New Mexico

Can

I

Get Fitted ?

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
11-1-

DEVOE'S

READY

--

only doubt

IF I CANT FIT YOU, I WONT SELL YOU.
IF
YOUR FIT DOESN'T
8TAY FITTED, THE SALE
DOESNT 8TAY A 8ALE BRING BACK THE
SUIT.
IF YOU DO YOUR PART BY COMING IN, YOU
CANT
BE ANYTHING ELSE THAN FITTED AND

CROMW1CLL BLOCK.

Automatic Telephone

Is about

that keeps most men from buying; ready made suits

B. A. SLEYSTER.

ROOMS

??at

114,

JUST

MIXED PAIN

One Gallon cover Stuu Square Feet
TWO COATS

T1IE

SUITED

- .:

19.50, $9.75,

OVERCOAT)

A. Morelli & Bros.

YOIipiTj

Merchant
Tailors.

IS

U4W,

i&

Railroad Ave.

W

sit

COLUMBUS HOTEL

Bee

Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
8addles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Lesther, Lsp Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc., etc

Thos F. Keleher

Mbuquerque

street.

Rooms and Board.

YA'JHJeii

$10.50,

i

8X0;

.522.50,

$12 60 to $25.00

!

the Goods.
First Class
Single buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00.

406 Railroad Ave

0-

SicioO $17.00;
azu.uu, azi.uu,
$23.00, $25.00.

J

NOT A CORRECT STYLE MISSING
FROM
MY
LINES. FALL AND WINTER 6YLES ALL IN
PUT
ME TO THE TEST ON ONE 8UIT FOR A
TRIAL.
OVERCOAT8 TO KEEP YOU WARM WHILE YOU
WALK, RIDE OR TRAVEL

-

First Class Work Guarsnteed.
Cleaning and repairing neatly done

204 South Second

See the Prices

SUITS....

I.

DUNLAP HATS
HAWES HATS

Rates

MANHATTAN SHIRTS
NELSON $3.00 8HOE8

Reasonable.

MRS. G. E. HOPKINS,

Proprietor.

Coney Island

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

MEALS IN THE CITY.
REGULAR MEAL8, 25c.

Short Order st

Any Price.

IVI.

MANDELL

....The Leading ClothierZand Men's Outfitter....
116

WEST RAIL ROAD AVENUE

A BREATHING SPELL.

PARDONED,

CONVICT

If the consumptive could
only keep from getting worse
it would be some encourage-

Elesio Sena, a Life Prisoner, Gets His
Thanksgiving

ment.
Scott's Emulsion at least
tired nature a breathing
gives
LAND CONTEST DECISIONS.
spell. The nourishment and
strength obtained from Scott's
Executive Office, Santa Fe. N. M., Nov.
Emulsion arc r. great relief to
2G. 1902.
Whereas, Elesio Sena was at the Oc- the exhausted system.
tober. 1890, term of the district court
.This treatment r.lonc often
In and for the county of Mora, territothe consumptive to
enables
ry of New Mexico, convicted of the
crime of murder and sentenced to life gather force enough to thro .v
impi'lponment In the territorial pen! off the disease altogether.
tentiary; and
Scott's EmuUion brings
Whereas. The Hon. James O'Brien
presiding judge who tried the said strength to the lungs and flesh
Eiesio Sena, and Hon. Miguel Salazar, to the body.

ANNUAL SALE

0,00,Q0
Greatest intheVorld
A MILLION HAPPY AMERICAN CHILDREN are kept healthy with CASCARETS Candy
Cathartic Good words spoken by their mamas for OASOABETS to other mamas have made
CASCARETS successful until the Bale now Is nearly A MILLION BOXES A MONTH. Why do
little folks like CASCARETS ? Because they are a sweet, palatable, fragrant little tablet-ta- ste
eood do good never grip nor gripe, but act gently, naturally, positively. Medicine that
will not do it much good. Sensible parents give their little darlings medicine
a child
like themselves.
that tastes good and docs good; and does not grip nor gripe; the kind they
Children aro always ready to take CASCARETS, THE PERFECT HOME MEDICINE, ask for
thorn and are kept healthy always and safe against tbe dangers of childhood's ailments.
Best for the Dowela All druggists, 10o.25o.6Ca NEVER SOLD IN BULK. The genuine
tablet stamped O O C. Guaranteed to euro or money back. Sample and booklet free. Address
ftso
.
Storling Remedy Co., Chicago or New York.
dis'-iks- s

NEW

Tf o

INCORPORATIONS.

Big Albuquerque Enterprises File

Papers to

Do

CATTLE COMPANY

Business,
ORGANIZED.

The Rio Grande Woolen Mills company was incorporated by John H.
Bear rup, John C. Fenger and Henry B.
Bay, of Albuquerque, to sell and handle on commission .wool, pelts and
hides. The. capital stock Is $100,000,
Into 1,000 shares.

divided
and principal place of business It as Albuquerque.
Tbe Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light
and Power company was Incorporated
by William S. Ill ft, John S. MacBeth
and Joseph J.1 Henry, all of Denver,
Colorado. The object of the company
Is to generate electricity for power,
heating, lighting and other purposes.
The capital stock Is $200,000, divided
into 2,000 shares, par value of each
share $100. The principal office and
place of business in New Mexico will
be Albuquerque. Maynard Gunsul Is
the New Mexico agent. The directors
are Maynard Gunsul, William B. Chll
ders, Daniel AMacphergon. William
I Iliff aad Charles K. Durbin.
Tbe M. C. Stacy Did It company of
filed Incorporation papers,
, Rogwell,
The Incorporators are Samuel E. Allen,
W. Armstead Wright, Frank W. Lelm
baugh and Klng.G. Stacy. Tbe head
' quarters of
the company are at Ros- well, Chaves county, where it is en
gaged ia the mercantile business. The
Incorporators are the directors. :Tho
capital stock Is $25,000, divided into
2 &0 shares.
The. C A. P. Land and Cattle com
.
pany was Incorporated by John B. Ce
cil, Mary A. Cecil, Thomas C. Aldrich
Hudson A. Porter, all of Stegmaa. The
object of the company is to buy, sell
Talse and handle cattle, horses, bogs
and other live stock. The capital
stock, $10,000, divided Into 200 shares
par value of each share $50. Tbe prln
dpal office and place of business will
be Stegman, Eddy county. The lncor
porators are the directors.
The office

.

.

LAS VEGAS LOCALS.

Batch of Interesting Topics From
Northern Town,
Special Correspondence.
Las Vegas. N. M., Nov. 26. Work Is
progressing at the El Porvenir coal
mines. A fifty foot tunnel has been
completed and a contract for another
fifty feet hag been let and work will
progress steadily. After getting In the
fifty feet, crosscuts will be made and it
is thought the black diamonds will be
found plentiful then. There U now
bout twenty tons of coal on the dump
teady for the first steam under the
toilers of the street railway power
Tic UBS..

court to cut the .tie that binds and let
Mm free to begin over again.
At the practice shoot of several of
the members of the gun club yesterday
evening, S. R. Dearth made the best
score on live birds, getting six out or
Ine, and A. R. Quinley made the best
score at the trap, taking nine clay
birds out of ten. The shoot will be
gin tomorrow morning at 9:30 and
there will be marksmen from Watrous
and Albuquerque to take part. The
live bird shoot will be ten pigeons each
and the turkey shoot will be the best
record made on a 100 yard distant target.
The shoot will furnish considerable
amusement for an audience and every-- '
body la Invited to be present and see
the fun.
Charles Stevenson, the conductor, Is
just able to be about. He had a nar
row escape from pneumonia and Is
quite weak yet. He contemplates leav
ing soon for California to recuperate.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stern will, en
tertain a number of lady and gentlemen friends tonight at their home with
a chafing dish party.
Mrs, Emma Cohn entertained .the
Hebrew Ladles Whist club yesterday
afternoon.
Conductor Patrick Conner, from
Raton, and running on tbe north end,
arrived here yesterday and was taken
to the Santa Fe hospital to recover
from an attack of partial paralysis.
Miss Ruby Gray, daughter of the
Santa Fe chief dispatcher at Raton,
will be married tomorrow.,, there,, to
Samuel Ruffner, well known here, and
who Is the cashier of the First National bank in Raton. .
Vred Fletcher and Robert Whigham
are now firemen on the Santa Fe here.
William Kincade and John Lowe are
new colored, porters on the Santa Fe.
uarry uargman, a ciotning arummer
of Denver, is seeing the local trade.
At 5:30 this evening will occur tbe
marriage of Hugh Qu!gley to Miss Ella
Stafford at the home of the groom's
J. A. Qulgley. Father Pouget
will perform the ceremony. The groom
is one of the most popular of the railroad boys, and the bride Is one of Las
Vegas' most estimable young ladies.
The happy couple will go to house
keeping as Boon as a home can be fix
ed Teady for occupancy. The railroad
boys as a unit extend their hearty
congratulations to the groom (ad the
best of wishes to the charming young
bride.

William FreEenius has located a par
'ticularly fine Iron claim in tbe second
canyon this side of Porvenir.
The
vein, it is thought, Is about seven feet
thick and Mr. Kresenius will work on
the claim this winter. Associated with
him are Robert Howe and Charles
(temple, and a cabin has already been
erected on the claim for shelter dur
Ing the winter.
Max Kordhaus.is making prepara
tions to take an extended trip east. He
contemplates leaving next week.
Asenclon Harela has transferred to
Esmerelildo Medina, a bouse and lot
on the west side. Consideration, $2C.
Divorces are coming pretty regularly from Union county and Colfax coun.
ty will have to look to her record if
the busineEs keeps up.
Carlos Cornaye now wants a divorce.
It Eeoms too bad that Carlos and bis
wife. Maria Sandoval do Cornaye,
should live together since 1873, when
they were married, until September,
350O, and then find that married life
was a dread failure. It may be because
there were no children to bless the
union, at leant the petition for divorce
is silent on the matter of children, and
then it may have been because Carlos
was not treatlnr Maria Sandoval right.
Anyway, she left, abandoned and
from Carlo' bed and board
aind refused to have anything more to
o with him, so be now wants the
--

J

Everybody Is sneezing.
We don't
'em. It's a sneezln' ' season.
Some men can't take a cold without
blowing about It.
Mame

lorn of Theaa 11st.
"This article," she said, looking vj
from the paper, "says that physicians
almost invariably have no business
ability.
'
"So?" he replied, absent-mindedl"That's what it says," she asserted.
Thy are too easy-goin- g
in a business way, and really don't know how
to get a proper return for their aerv
ices. There is no class, it says, that
is so much imposed upon. Do you
think it's true?"
"Well," he replied, thoughtfully,
"some of them may lack business
ability, but others have enough to
make the average good. Do you re
member that you asked Dr. Pills to
dine with us last month?"
"Yes. What of it?"
"He's charged it up in his bill aS C
professional call." Chicago Post.

district attorney who prosecuted the
case, have united In a recommendation
for executive clemency, which recom
inendatlon has also been signed by
Judge William J. Mills, present Judge
of the district, and Hon. Charles A.
Spiess, present district attorney; and
Whereas, There are on file In the executive office numerous petitions signed by former members of the legislative assembly and by some of the most
prominent citizens of the territory, as
well as by a statement by the board of
penitentiary commissioners
that a full pardon be granted
to the said Elesio Sena.
Now, therefore, I. J. W. Raynolds,
acting governor of the territory of New
Mexico, by virtue of the authority in
tne vested, and in continuance of the
established custom in vogue not only
in this territory, but In nearly all the
fctateg of the Union of extending to
some unfortunate prisoner an act of
clemency upon each day of national
thanksgiving, do this day grant to the
said Elesio Sena a full and complete
pardon, said pardon to take effect upon
the morning of the 27th day of November, A. D. 1902, at which time the sup- g

recom-mendin-

1902

1882

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
Canned Goods. Dealers In

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second Street.

Hilsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Free Delivery
Orders Solicited.

Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware com"ny.

r.ml

t"T Free

rtrnjis.
E!., N. V.

frintentlent of the territorial

penlten-elar-

y

to discharge the
said Elesio Sena from confinement In
said Institution.
Done at the executive office this, the
26th day of November, A. D. 1902.
Witness my band and the great seal
of the territory of New Mexico.
(Seal)
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Acting Governor.
By the acting governor:
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Is authorized

Land Contest Decisions.
Register M. R. Otero and Receiver
Frederick riruller of the federal land
office at Santa Fe, have filed their
opinion in the homestead contest of
Manuel Tapla vs. Luther M. Shelby,
Involving a homestead In the vicinity
of Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county. The
opinion recommends that the entry be
with the
cancelled for
laws and that Manuel Tapla be given
the preference right In making a new
entry.
In the contest of Virginia D. Mo
Clurg, of Colorado Springs, vs. Clara A'
B. Corbln, of Washington, Involving a
homestead filed by the defendant upon
the Gran Qulvira ruins in northeast
ern Socorro county. Mrs. McClurg
maintained that Mrs. Corbin had failed
to comply with the homestead law and
that the land in question was more valuable for its prehistoric ruins than for
Its agricultural possibilities. The de
cision was in favor of Mrs. McClurg
and it was recommended that Mrs.
Corbin'B entry be cancelled.
You must not fail to see

CHRISTMAS GOODS
WE HAVE SELECTED WITH GREAT CahE A NICE XMAS LINE OF
DRESSING TABLES, DIVANS, EASY ROCKERS, MUSIC CABINETS,
8TOOLS, STANDS, TEA TABLES, AND LADIES' WRITING DESKS.
MORE GOODS ARE ARRIVING EVERY DAY AND OUR STOCK IS
THE LARGEST IN THE CM Y FROM WHICH TO MAKE YOUR SELECCALL AND SELECT WHAT YOU WISH, AND WE WILL
TIONS.
SET IT ASIDE FOR YOU FOR XMAS DELIVERY.

O. W. STRONG & SONS
WE WILL SELL YOU

o

Anything

o

Don't miss the big dance after the
show at Colombo hall, December 2.
You. certainly will enjoy yourself.

Geo. B. Williams, Druggist
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FOR THE HOLIDAY

Don't miss the prize cake walk,
couples participating, at
Colombo hall, December 2.
twenty-fiv-

e

Subscribe for The Citizen.

W.

L TRIMBLE &

CO.

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

Have you a' farm and do 'you
wtnt to trade It for a grocery

'

store?

'

Have you a horse and do you
want to' Exchange It for a
.
piano? ';uj"
Have you a bicycle and do you
.want to exchange It for

CITY

Addresa W. L. TRIMBLE tc CO.
Albufuerq je. N. M.

COLOMBO HALL
Tuesday Night, Dec. a
oAe NIGHT

ONLY.

JuvenileMinstrels

-

.

Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?
Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange it
for a baby carriage?
stove and do you
Have you
want to trade It for a refrig-

erator?
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a
rooster?

-

gr.'-W.-

8

8

.

Wm. Farr,

JA

tVi

4

--

J, C.

Wi-n-

!'jirfW

I

Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange it for
rug?

THE

--

a

BEST TURNOUTS

Unconscious. "But he doesn't real
ROSA BERRY'S
that he boasts." 'Oh, not I've
beard him boasting that he doesat
boast." Puck.
There doesn't seem to be so many
bicycles as formerly." "No; it's rid
GRAND FIRST PART AND
ing, instead of riders, that is falling"
CAKEWALK.
off bow." Indianapolis Mews.
Doctor "Above all things, yott
must dismiss every source ef trouble Prof. Devine's First Regiment Band
and Orchestra Wll Render
and anxiety." Patient "But, doctor,
the Music
thatVlmpossible. I've just got a new
automobile." Town Topics.
The man who praises what he
Dance Will Follow the Performance.
to purchase and enumerates
the faults of what he means to sell
SO CENTS
is honeet enough to feel lonesome in GENERAL ADMISSION,
this dizzy old world. Chicago Daily
Mews.
..Get your tickets reserved at O. A,
"Yes," said the superstitious man, Matson & Co.'s store Advance sale at
"I believe it's lucky to pick up a pin, Matson's, Saturday, Nov. 29.
don't you?" "Not if you pick it up by
itting down npon it," promptly replied the schoolmaster.
Philadelphia
liecord.
The Purchasing Limit. Mr. Stein-se- a
(our latest millionaire, after hil
CALL AND EXAMINE
OUR
third fruitless stalk) "Now, look
LARGE LINE OF
here, 'you rascal! If you can't have
the brutes tamer, I'm hangwd if I
don't sack you!" Punch.
The Two Chansons
It Is eil
that the ronr of a lion can be heard
farther than the sound made by any
other living creature. Next to that
comes the note of a woman who has
found a mouse in her bureau. Boston

'tt&MfTft fFA

It Cists Yob Oilg ic 1

rd

In

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Sash, Dors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Cement, Glass Paint, etc.
First 5trcet aad Lead Avenue. Albuquerque.

More! Looks BestI Wears Longest!
Most Economical I Full Measure!

yTT

j

a

IT IS NOT TOO

House Furnishings

EARLY
to think about Photographs for Christ
mas. Remember that a dozen Photo-eraDh- s
make twelve nice Christmas
presents.
Do

not delay too long

117

fore making your engagements for sittings.

BUTMAN'S STUDIO
215 RAILROAD

Gold Avenue

Heating' Stove&lfrom $2.50 up
Furniture, Ranges, Stoves,
Art Squares, Crockery
Beautiful Iron Beds, Mattresses
andlSprings

be-

.

AVENUE.

wn. Giaesner,

.... Taller.

..Borradaile & Co..

Automatic 'phone 574
216i South Second Street,

Alhnqwerqn.

V Mc.

Have Your Carriage Repaired,...
WE ARE SHOWING
LINE OF

Carving Sets

A

NICE

Harness Repaired.

OARRIAGC REPAIRING!

,T

i I.AC K HM ITU

.

B

Plated Coffee

Pocket Knives
Scissors and
Plated Ware

Horses Shod With Us

and Tea Pots

We Guarantee

OF THE LATEST DESIGNS.

TABLETS

Wliitnev Comanv
113-11- 7

foul h First Street;

AlLnquer qvr, I v B7xlr

Our

Work

O3'

ACKER'S
cure dyspepsia and all disorders arising from IndlgesLon. Fndorsed by phy.
slcians every where. Sold by all druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
package free by writing to W. 11. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O Rielly
& CO., and 13. H. Crlggi & Co.

8

Have you a gun and do you K
want to trade It for a book-- M
case r
a

IN

Ami

"t5 J
vA?V7

X

Horse and Mules bought and exchang
ed. Livery, Bale, Feed and
"iTansfer Stables

Ize

Transcript.

8
3

SEASON.

a 8ucklng"plgL a nice fowl, chicken,
goose, duck, game or a nice roast aro
always toothsome and delicious. We
have everything to offer in the" line of
meats, poultry, or game, and at prices-tha- t
will enable you' to provide liberally for your table. Try our meats
this week; it is particularly fine and,
,
low Jn price..

To Exchange ?

I

mmm

$1

West Railroad Ave.

o

Our merchants are making a line
display of winter goods.

i'TlY

ounce of prevention versus the pound
of cure.

the two
and 6 re

"

Si

this kind of a chest protector as low as
35c and better kinds up to $2.50. We
have a window full of them.' Come in
and look at them. It's a case of the

little Swltzer children, aged 3
spectively, in the prize cake walk.

If you want to avoid ., the penalty,
pay your taxes before December 1.

PUNGENT PARAGRAPHS.

DYSPEPSIA

Pardon.

Our Prices Are Lower
Than ICver Before . .

J.

Korber-

-

&ICo.,'-0U- E'

Corner First Street and Copper A venue,

Albuquerque,

N.

M,

.

j

..THE
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Already are
"anxious bench" in regard
i
X Christmas gifts,
lles

....THE FAIR....

LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

on

the

to their

CLASSIFIED ADS.
5

Note

Ail classified advertisements

or ra'l.er "liners, ' one cnt--a word for
each Insertion., Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 16 cents,
Albuquerque Endorsement Is What in order to Insure proper classification
Counts with the Albuquerque Public. all "liners' should be left at this ofConrert and dance at Colombo hall
You ccn't fool the public ail the time fice not later than 3 o'clock p. Td...
tonight. Admission, 75 and 60 cents..,
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILblNU
They will find you out at last.
Plenty of turkey today in the city,
PERSONAL PrtOPERTY LOANS.
Every time a man Is fooled
and everybody enjoyed a good. Square
'
,
Another skeptic Is made.
meal.
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
Many the remedy thnt makes the
Some Interesting races, given under
i
Hout Furnishing Goods.
T'' , ' the auspices of the Gentlemen's Driv- skeptic,
On Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses,
Because it fails to keep its promises. Wagons
ing association, are in progress at the
and other Chattels, also on
Doan's Kidney Pills bring renewed
fair grounds.
Delf-war- e,
FROM $10. UPWARDS.. One
Salaries.
i
Captain Ollphant. the roadmaster of reward.
to twelve months ,tlme Is given.
They cure the skeptic.
the Rio Grande division of the Santa
WItnout delay and strictly private.
Plenty oi proof of this at home;
Fe, was here yesterday on business
Goods remain in your possession. GET
proof
for
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
connected with his duties.
OUR RATES before borrowing.
Coffee-th- e
people.
Hon. Solomon I.una, of Valencia
.
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
Here's a case of it:
county, was in the city yesterday. He
can never accuse you of poor
.
OPEN EVENINGS.
years
C.
ten
Lott,
for
O.
statlonmasfreight
today
to eat his
went south on a
THE
taste If you get your new car-pLOAN
HOUSEHOLD
CO.,
Thanksgiving .turkey at his home in ter in Albuquerque, now retired from
3 an I 4 Grant Building,
Rooms
from our store, as we
life,
active cares of
residence 315
Los Lunas.
305 West Railroad Avenue.
have this Fail trio most suA. E. Powell, the popular route agent North Amb street, says: "I had at
Express company, who tacks of backache stretching over a
perb lins of new Carpets Over
of Wells-FargWANTED.
was out on the road the past week, re- period of three years. One of them
In Albuquerque. Their
shown
I
turned to the city last night, so as to occurred shortly before Doan's Kidney FOR SALE Mrs. Bearrup has a scholspecial
point of beauty Is In
arship at the Albuquerque Business
enjoy his Thanksgiving turkey with Pills came to my notice and I went to
of pattern and
correctness
I
college
Pharmacy
box.
which
for
a
Alvarado
she
wishes
to
the
sell
his family.
cheap. Inquire at 900 North Third
color, and we guarantee
The Thanksgiving dance at the Com- knew tne cause of my trouble arose
street.
mercial club was a most enjoyable af- from Imperfect action of the kidneys
them to be matchless In durafair, although the number of dancers because the behavior of the kidney se- WANTED Three city lots, desirable
bility. WS also offer splendid
fully
condition
cretions
their
and
for erecting a piano repair shop; In
was small. A delicious turkey lunch
CHRISTMAS CARPETS
values In Matting, Linoleum,
exchange for a fine piano. Call at
was served, and dancing continued proved it but what to do to check the
seatrouble was a mystery. Doan's Kidwe offer at this
Oil Cloth and all kind of
and rugs, such
Hall & Learnard's music store.
until a late hour,
"
Manuel R. Springer, the old town ney Pills effectively stopped the diffi- WANTED Woman or little girl to
Draperies.
son of the year, are not made to last
general merchant, has a Thanksgiving culty. If everyone in Albuquerque rehelp me to canvas El Paso and interfor a few weeks only they wear well,
gift in the shape of a bouncing baby ceives as undoubted benefit as I from
vening towns. Call at once. Mrs.
and if aent as Christmas gifts furnish
boy weighing eleven pounds. The at- that remedy, kidney complaint, backCorbln, Albuquerque College Buildgiver.
Think
of
the
a daily reminder
ache and trouble with the kidney seing building, Lead avenue, between
physician
announces
tending
mother
of the long winter nights you'll cheer
"OLD RELIABLE"
cretions will cease to exist in this viESTABLISHED 1878
and child doing nicely.
First and Second street.
by the presentation of one or more of
cinity."
punch,
intro
Hawaiian
That
claret
SITUATION
WANTED
man,
Married
our elegant, warm rngs.
For sale by all dealers.
Price 60
duced, to the patrons of the White Ele25 years of age, in perfect health,
Co., Buffalo, N.
phant this morning by Lou A. Schoe-necke- ceitfs. Foster-Mllbur- n
desires situation. Last employed as
Y.,
agents
for
United
sole
States.
the
touched the right spot, and
accountant.
Salary received, $100.
was pronounced by several old timers Remember the name Doan's and take
Bond, $8,000. Finest endorsements.
Co.
as the very best on the market today. no substitute.
Will consider any offer except retail
o
clerkship. Address L. S, L., this ofThe stock of goods of Theo. Muen- West End Viaduct
SCIENCE AMD INDUSTRY.
fice.
stermann, the Railroad avenue shoe
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenua
Carrtos the
Plnur. drain
merchant, was moved today to the va
3 young men from Albu
WANTED
cant store room opposite the postofflce, Is An English clerfryman named Bacon
querque and vicinity at once to preProvisions,
and
1
making' balloon ascents in and
StflpledroccHes
where Mr. Muenstermann will be lopare for positions in the government
view to ascer
a
London
with
around
Car
specialty.
a
taaaa aeathweet.
lata
store
Inter-Statfuture.
vacant
The
cated in the
Apply
to
service.
Corres.
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS room on Railroad avenue will soon be taining the sources of London fog.
Rapids,
Inst.,
Cedar
Iowa.
In the coldest parts of Siberia a
FARfl AND FREIOHT WAdONS.
occupied by B. Ruppe, the druggist.
119 RAILROAD AVE.
rainbow may sometimes be seen all WANTED The public to know that
gave
a
A.
A.
Col.
Trimble
Mrs.
and
Only shop In town wl.lch employs
the Roosevelt rooming house has
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
cloudless sky. It is
delightful and grand Thanksgiving day Ions; in
changed hands; first class rooms;
first class workmen.
fine particles
to
supposed
-be
to
due,
dinner, in honor of their cousins, Mrs.
309 and 311 Railroad avenue. Levi
Thirty years' experience In se- Judge Burgess, of Jefferson City, Mo., of anow in the air.
Tie Marconi station installed Dn Reynolds, proprietor.
lecting the latest novelties In the and Mrs. Redman, of Kentucky. Judge
0OsXexCOeXDsXsX3eK)C
the
Nantucket lightship hu proved WANTED Ten men In each state to
finest
Imported
Worsteds and
A.
8. Trimble, Judge
J. Crawford and to be
very sutcesaful and several
travel, tack signs and distribute samTweeds. Goods from all the lead- family, William L. Trimble and all
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. As OO.
c
steamers have been
ples and circulars of our goods. Saling cloth firm
of Europe and others of this extensive family were inable to communicate successfully
ary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
America.
vited to share it.
with the shore by its aid.
expenses.
National Soap Works.Chl-cago- .
The best cloth display for Fall
The Ladles' auxiliary of St. Joseph's
la asserted that the number of
It
hospital held the inltiary meeting in compound locomotives in use in this
and Winter In Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gen- the parlors of A.. Borders in the Com country (as compared with simple en WANTED Manager of new branch of
our business here in Albuquerque.
MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,- . V
tlemen dressers. Satisfaction guar- mercial club building yesterday after- gines) averages 75 per cent, of the
Address at once, with references, Alnoon. Organization was completed whole number in use in freight and
anteed or no sale.
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
and the good work begins with a large passenger traffic. , ','
We manufacture. Leather Pants, Coats, Moccasins, Blacksmith
Ohio.
pur
membership.
The
and interested
The danger of living in a house that
MMMMMMI
w
snd maks Angora Rugs."pJl(r
Aprons,
Men
pose of the organization Is to furnish harbors consumptives is illustrated WANTED
to learn barber
Ws do Custom Tanning of Hides, 8klns and Furs. Satisfaction
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
linen and clothing for the charity pa by the fact that of s.273 patients ofguaranteed. Ws psy the highest prices for1 Pelts which ws us In
experience In one month than shops
ficially examined by the German imtients of the hospital.
'
making our leather goods.
..
year.
practice,
of
one
34.7
years
30
Abundance
2,177,
in
of
or
Anna
Jacobs,
Orace
Mrs.
perial board of health
our
to
exhibit
fair.
at
examlno
the
fall
Don't
qualified
presented,
teachers, tools
age, the wife of- P. R. Jacobs, a bus! per cent., belonged to families that
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
ness man of Spokane, Wash., died at included other victims of tuberculosis.
U. S.
OK3sKCK)sX)tX)eX33sK)
and positions when competent Quick
An English eteamship company has
room in the Highlands yesterday.
her
To-peDepository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
ka
system
Is
practical
Our
offering
method.
free
and
a
TThe deceased had been resident liere issued a circular letter
oooex
and Santa Fe Railway Companies. .
well known. Established In 1893.
only a short time. She leaves a hus passages to delegates , rom labor
ALBUQUERQUE
Branches in New Orleans, St. Louis,
band and a year old brother to mourn unions who wish to visit this country
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
her death. Her father and mother live to ascertain the exact conditions of
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
If you want to be a barber write,
$200,000.00
in Scotland. The remains were taken labor and wages here, and also what
Moler System Barber College Rep
charge of by O. W. Strong & Sons, and advantages, if any,, we have in the
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
labor-savin- g
tools.
way
of
Albuquerque, N. M.
resentative,
last
SDOkane
for
interment
to
sent
.MANUFACTURERS OF
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flour noy, vice presiirSViT' ,
ttecent experiments made to deter WANTED Active Catholic lady to
night.
Frank
McKee, cashier;
dent;
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Charles Gates Ward, city editor of mine the loss ensuing by exposing
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
H. F. Raynolds, - -- - -- - - A B. McMillan.
in
unprotected
weather,
coal
to
the
, Office and Store Fixtures.
and wife, nee
trial; permanent If satisfactory
the Journal-Democra- t
to general
Engwall, Lakeside Bldg., Chi
Miss Turner, were unexpected arrival? any way, ahow, contrary
John
Turning
and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
Wood
There
very small.
.
cago.
Mall Orders Solicited.
,
,
on the late train last night. They had belief, that it is amount
?ft
of oxygen,
was a gain in the
Just returned from a honeymoon trip but a loss of carbon, hydrogen and
SOUTH
FIRST STREET.
403
SALE.
FOR
in Colorado after the wedding in St. nitrogen; the loss of calorific power
Louis last week. The arrival of Mr. was sligbA.
FOR SALE Complete Job printing
and Mrs. Ward was so untimely that
and newspaper plant; material in
the reception planned by their friends
good condition; good opportunity
40
Years.
Cured
After
of
Piles
did not materialize. But congratulaKELLY
now to establish plant on one of the
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, Ohio, had
tions are in order just the same. The the piles for forty years. Doctors and
new railroads in tne territory. Ad
happy couple will be at home after
dress Lock Box 314, Albuquerque,
dollars could do him no lasting good.
(Incorporated)
January 1. at 724 South Third street
and there is nothing in the city like the asN. M.
him
cured
Salve
Hazel
Witch
DeWitt's
of
Hon. W. D. Hoard,
sortment of leather pocketbooks. gent's
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
cuts,
for
Invaluable
permanently.
Wisconsin, arrived last night from burns, bruises, sprains, laceraMons, ec
of old papers, good for wrapping
traveling cases, etc., etc., that we will be
Fort Atkinson, that state, Joining here
purposes, cheap. Address, The C1U'
I
other
rheum,
and
all
tetter,
WHOLESALE
glad to show and quote special prices.
salt
zenia,
his wife and son, A. R. Hoard and wife,
wu, AlbuQuerque, N. M.
De
name
Look
for
the
diseases.
skin
who arrived a few weeks ago. The
Witt on the package all others are FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
ladles are here for their health, and cheap, worthless couuterfelts.
hundred, at the OltUen office.
Wool, Hides,
J. H
the men abide their waiting. In that O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
FOR RENT.
Watch inspector A., T. & S. F.
event, the party may remain here some
We handle
time, and again may depart for a little
F R I SCO SHOE 8H O P.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms at
K. C. Baking Powder,
warmer climate in a few days. The Get your shoes repaired at the Frisco
718 Kent avenue,
Navajo Blankets,
senior Hoard is editor and publisher shoe shop. Best material and work' FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
of Hoard's Dairyman and the Jefferson manship
Curtice Csnned Goods,
.1
guaranteed at reasonable
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths,
j
County Union at Fort Atkinson, Wis.
Lard
anl
Meats.
Colorado
prices; 401 West Railroad avenue, cor
Englewood,
205 North Second
The
;
Concert and dance at Colombo hall ner Fourth street.
;
street, SUong block.
tonight. Admission, 75 and 50 cents
0
Houses at
QlAT
to Tax Payers.
MISCELLANEOUS.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M, EAST LAS
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Notice is hereby given that the first
VEGA8, N. M. AND GLOR- half payment of the taxes for 1902 are DIAMONDS, watches and silver novel
ETA, N. M.
Alvarado.
ties at factory prices. Money refund
due and payable, and that the same
Chas. F. Leiber, St. Louis; Mrs. R will become delinquent on December 2
ed it not satisfactory. Send for lllus
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
E. Pellow, Bakersfield: A. M. Tinker, 1902, on which date the usual penalties
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do to We are
Massachusetts; Mrs. H. R. Mann, St will oe added.
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land
offering the very best grades of Coffee on the market at 40 cents per
Jce, Mo.; F. A. Gartlein, Kansas City;
New York city.
CHAS. K. NEWHALL.
pound. Wo are sole agents tor CHASE A 8ANBORN'S celebrated Seal
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Bertha Williamson, Lamy; S. M. Ar
Tax Collector,
Brand and Club House. Wo also have a full line of blended coffees
Successor to Balling liros.
B
:
LOAN.
fold, J. G. Haramen, Denver; H.
TO
:
Telephone
o
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 25 cent blend we consider equal
Alexander, Geneva, 111.; Mrs. D. S
Any man vbo doesn't take advant:
:
Specialty
:
a
good
es
Wedding
real
Cake
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
;!
:
Cook. Miss Cook, Chicago; J, K. Hollo- - age of our great shirt sale by laying in $5,000 Money to loan on
rou wantt
tate security. M. E. Hickey, Cromkeep the very best to bo bad
As to teas. Everyone knows that
way, Chas, II.- - Depp, Cincinnati a supply for the next twelve months,
deBire patronage, and we
We
QUICK AND RELIAOLEI
' In
well building.
;
baking.
Louis Cohn. San Francisco; E. P. For ought not to wear any. The Lion
the territory.
guarantee
guson, Cincinnati; H. O. Winters. Phil Store.
Albuquerque, N. M.
For the youth who Is particular 207 S. First St,
o- r.delphia; Frank B. Knight, City c
:
aljout
overcoat,
have
ami
Stactsor.
Alberta
Ed
Corcoran
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
winter
vie
his
Kennedy,
Santa
G.
Mexico; Mrs. Allan
W. Railroad Ave
are going to bo in the monster cake gathered an assortment out of which
Fe.
,.ND TELEGRAPH CO.
walk, so will Hatiie Brown and Matie he will be sure to find Just what he
'
Sturnes' European.
Dodson. Hazel 'ichrlng and Iesslc wants. Lightweight and heavy; gray,
S. Luna, Los Lunas; H. 8. Reamer Keith, and Clara Wilson and FA Gthr-;ng- . hrown or black, and every style into
Columbia. S. C; John F. Fullerton
which an overcoat can be made, will
be found here. And our prices are exResidence, Automatic 'Phone 299 Socorro; S. N. Schwartz. Emery Mar
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
HOTEL CLAIRE...
Before buying ji'iir boy. a new winter tremely low considering the value you
tin, Chicago; J. O. Graham. Denver
Bell Telephone No. 115.
see our line. We get. Prices range $3.50 up. Simon
John Mead, Durango; Fritz Hlmmel overcoat, you
SANTA FE, N. M.
fialiila; R. R. Graham. Cedar Rapids have Just rercivi all the latent styles. Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
HJV5 West Railroad Avenue.
Iowa: K. E. Somers. Ed Qual"y, Sioux The long militar double breasted coat
PROOF,
FIRE
ELECTRIC
Talis. S. D.; H. C. Stock well. Los An is very popular t"r boyg from 4 to 8;
The Davenport Sofas.
LIGHTED, 6TEAM HEATED,
Railroad Ave- seems to come under the head of a
$5.5o up. Siuum
gelcs.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
nue Clothier.
long felt want. It Is not a classic In
MELINI & EAKIN
BATHS AND
SANITARY
Hotel Highland.
great
big
designing,
furniture
Just a
;
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Greaves,
LIQlTRS
CIGARS
&
WHOLESALE
luxurious, roomy affair, whose 'sole
LARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
ph-LA. D. Hoard, Ft. Atkinson, Wis.;
S
mission is to do away with that tired
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
C. A. Gordon. Chicago; C. L. Doran,
Una
in
our
everything
handle
We
styles
l.nlf,fet
feeling.
We
have
them
in
all
a?OLV,A:.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
11 11 HKs'l
n KM.USM
iu,
Las Vegas; S. A. Nallle, El Paso.
Distillers Agents
til., ar. 4 and shapes; will fit any place In the
1. 11 '
PLAN.
" I
Lr mm Mht r. Ki Tut.
house. Also a fine line of leather easy Special diBtrlliutois Taylor & Williams
Grand Central.
3
" LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
'
t ,i.d mm. ta
,ui
GEO. E. ELLIS.
chairs, rockers and couches. Don't
Louisville, Kentucky.
J. C. Dexter and family. Walker, A.
lirw. Tt'm..l.U
I.
,;. l... I
.
... t:tmr. i.j r.
and Owner. j
Proprietor
making
your
V.; F. M. Vance, Farmington, Mo.; J.
fail to see them before
' liri. n.... Hut.l
I"
('
bra.lel fmZ
mi.,.,.
purchase. Futrelle Furniture Co..
H. Richards, Placitas, N. M.
Ill 8. First SL, Albuquerque, N. M.
JlMis bMi.
NO HUMBUG

HERE.

ALBERT

FABER,

ESTABLISHED 18S6.

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionware,
Tinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and
best with premium.

Give us a mil

HONEY JO LOAN

.

.

Your Thanksgiving Friends
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L. B. PUTNEY,
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WHOLESALE GROCER.

Futrelle Furniture

Frank' Tomei & Bros.

e
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trans-Atlanti-

Wool Pullers, Tanners
and Manufacturers ,:...
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
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THERE IS NOTHING!
LIKE LEATHER ....
T. Y. Maynard.
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PIONEER BAKERY
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first-clas-
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Rocka4fye Baby
Those era tweet words, but how much
pain and suffering they used to mean. It's
different now. Since Mother's Friend has
become known expectant mothers have
been spared much of the anguish of child- liniment to te
birth. Mother's rrtead Is
It is rubbed ihorouKhly
applied externally

n; h
,ZZ:J
the final
.h auickly
and
great -.tr.;n rnmM ihev resoond
' .
. .
is
Mother s
asllv without nain
never taken Internally. Internal remedies
t this time do more harm than good. If a

:d

'

selecting a wife or wives and will offer I
him Inducements to settle down and BEES TO
lead a quiet life. It is believed by these
authorities that Kid is at present wife
less. He brought no squaw with him Agricultural Department " Find
to Fort McDowell, so It looks as if he
All? in the Philippines.
lost them In Mexico, either by death or
J repudiation.
The Apaches who returned with the
Petaoa-- u
ef the laseet
e
chlef are known as
and Silas
the Saaall AmimlVriH
Smoking Hill. They are of the same
B latvoSwee. Imt TMa
Kid and are devoted to him.
Re
Oewatrr,
i

KILL

Ball-o-Ic-

Foley's' Honey and Tar for coughs
and colds: reliable, tried and tested,
safe and sure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
St. Lazarus Mine Sold.
The St. Lazarus mine, near San
Pedro, was sold the other day under
foreclosure of mechanic's Hens. All
claims against the St. Lazarus com
pany were bunched and the property
was purchased by W. H. Kennedy for
$6,000, the amount of alt claims. He
will hold It for the benefit of the creditors. W. H. Swyres, of San Pedro,
was master.

The agricultural department at
Washington is to make a determined
attack upon the American field
mouse. His extermination in certain
localities ha been resolved upon and
the Philippine bumblebee is to be
brought into service a the executioner.
.
.
mm
This was the statement mane dj
1W. C. n. Riley, of the department,
wno pai.icu inrouprn vincBg"
week en route to San Francisco and
the Philippines. Trof. Riley, of the
division of entomology, will devote
a year in the Philippines to the study
of bugs and insects of the archipelago. The "humming bird" bumblebee of the Philippines will be one of
the main objects of his inquiry. It
is planned to import the big bee of
the Philippines into the United
States that be may make war upon
the American field mouse, a rodent
which has caused the farmers of the
country a loss of thousands of dol-

ocKKK&sacsao

Ayer's DUNBAR'S
HEAL
ESTATE
COLUMN

Hair Vigor
Turning gray ? Why
not have the early,
dark, rich color re
stored? It's easily
done with Ayer's Hair

Vigor.,

j
QrcSSiilg,

A

Money to Loan on Good Real Estate
Security st Lew Rates of

Interest

FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and!
stable, up to date; Third street.
brick, on South I
FOR RENT
Fourth street; $15 per month.
brick, East Rail- FOR RENT
road avenue; $18 per month.
adobe, corner!
FOR RENT
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modern Improvements; 5
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms In good
locations.

tOO.

v

.

Ayir Po.f

Lewsll.

Mm.

M.

riOORE

(ESTABLISHED 1888.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.

splendid

.

J.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOU8ES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

Football at Las Vegas.
The football game Thursday afternoon between the Normal boys and
the Indian school team of Santa Fe
promises to be quite a sporting event.
A startling Surprlae.
AND
vas
. ,
Very few could believe In looking at
The line up for the Normal team is as
follows: Tuttle, center; Oakes, right
A. T. Hoadley, a healthy, robust black
guard; Hosklns, right tackle; Hartley,
' woman is sucolied with this splendid lini smith of Tllden, Ind., that for ten years
right end; Lehman, left guard; Barkment she need never fear rising or swelling he suffered such tortures from RheuMANAGER OF
er, left tackle; Cordova, left end; Bowbreasts, morning sickness, or any ci me matism as few could endure and live.
pregman, quarter back; Wolcott, full back;
discomforts which usually accompany
But a wonderful change followed his
nancy.
Rhodes, right half back, and Nolan, FOR SALE Good business lots on
taking Electric Bitters. "Two bottles
Gold avenue.
The oroorletor of a larre hotel in Tampa. wholly cured me," he writes, "and I
left half back. Gross, McWeenie and
Fla.. writes: "My wife had an awful time have not felt a twinge In over a year."
Raywood
bench.
FOR
SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
on
will
be
the
' SiNsxt Door to First National Bank.
with her first child. During ner second
lars.
avenue and Third street.
The Santa Fe Indian team, like the
222.
Now
phono
nrernanev. Mother's Friend was used and They regulate the Kidneys, purify the
Tsls
farmamong
saying
Is
old
an
"It
25
played
a
on
tie
North
acres
Fourth
Indians,
Albuquerque
FOR
SALE
NeuralRheumatism,
cure
the baby was born easily before the doctor blood and
ers," said Prof. Riley, reports a Chistreet at a bargain ; house and stable ifftytyiytyiQrsYay
gia, Nervousness, Improve digestion cago paper, "that when there is plen game with the Agricultural couege
arrived. It s certainly great.
on land about three miles out; will
and give perfect heanh. Try them. ty of clover there are lots of bumble- team of Las Cruces. Therefore today s
Oct Mother' Friend at the
sell for part cash and balance at 8
Only 50c at all drug stores.
Srufttort. IPrbttt.
means game will be watched with more than
bees. What the farmer-reallper cent.
o
TBS BKAltllLlv KE.VjUl.aiUK vu.t
of bum- usual Interest.
are
when
lots
is
there
that
Atlanta, Ga.
',
SALE On a desirable corner In
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
FOR
He
Is
clover.
of
plenty
blebees
there
Cough Cure
' tVrttc for m fno Illustrated book, " Btfon Bah
One
Minute
brick house,
ward,
Fourth
might carry his logic further by sayi- Is the only harmless cough cure that
.SjBora.- Land Office Business Collections Re ngwith bath room and all modern con
scarce
field
are
miee
when
that
e
gives quick relief. Cures coughs, colds,
Contest
ceivedHomestead
veniences, electric light, etc.; stable;
there are plenty of bumblebees, and croup,
bronchitis, wnooping cougn,
Changes.
cement sidewalks and lawn.
APACHE KID.
i
that when there are plenty of cats pneumonia,
asthma, la grippe, and all FOR SALE On North First street, 3- i
Homestead Entries Harm Frljlng, there are few field mice.
got
chest and lung troubles. I
room frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
WHOLESALE DEALERS
It Is Intimated This Blood Thirsty Sav Gallup, 160 acres in McKtnley county.
"In order to save the clover crops throat, by
t
Fen-nerain, says Gertrudde E.
for $1,100 ; can be bought on Install
age May Start War Has Returned
Final Homestead Entries Damaclo of the country the agricultural de- soaked
Muncie, Ind., and contracted a se
ments If purchaser desires.
Gonzales, of Santa Rosa, 160 acres in partment has the choiee of two
to Fort McDowell.
vere cold and cough. I failed rapidly; FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
county;
Guadalupe
Sanchez,
of
Solomon
increase
number
things,
to
the
Apache Kid, the most noted leader
woolen mill; also some acreage on
of Santa Rosa, 120 acres In Guadalupe cats in the country, which will de- lost 48 Rs. My druggist recommendof the Apache Indians during the last county.
field mouse, or to take ed One Minute Cough Cure. The first
North Fourth street.
stroy
the
unexpect
ten years, has suddenly and
bottle brought relief; several cured FOR SALE:
brick house and
supply
of
his
away
from
the
rodent
edly returned to Fort McDowell, says
Pension Matters.
winter food. Either method if suc- me. I am back to my old weight, 148 bath room; good stable, chicken
a Prescott dispatch to the Chicago
Increase, Reissue, Etc.
Herman
would result in a pain of lbs. One Minute Cough Cure cuts the
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
has Hipp, Fort Bayard, $17, war with cessful
His reappearance
Chronicle.
thousands of dollars to the farmers. phlegm, relieves the cough at once,
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
WE CARRY THE LARGE8T 8T0CK OF WINE8, LIQUORS AND
caused uneasiness among the white In Spain.
The field mouse is very fond of bum- draws out Inflammation, cures croup,
is a snap.
habitants living near the fort. While
Widows, Minors and Dependent Rel blebee honey and never loses an op- An Ideal remedy for children. J. H. FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
CORDIALS
OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE 80UTHWE8T. ORhe gave no reason for his presence, his atives Minors of George W. Bryant, portunity to deprive the insect of the O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Brlggs ft Co.
with bath, good stable. Lota 150x142
PRICES
BY
MAIL
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
DERS
un
plainly
San Marcial, $12.
friends took care to have it
rewards of his work. The honey
Price. 81.800.
foot In Hltrhlnnrin
derstood that the chief was in search
away from the bumblebee
Merchants can get Lsnox Soap at poR aAL E One mile out. 4 acres of
taken
ST.
LEMP'S
GENERAL AGENT8 FOR
GIVEN ON APPLICATION.
Collections Received.
of a wife or wives,
Costs no more than
eauses him to perish in the winter Gross-Kelly'hiahly
land,
with
cultivated
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn time. Hence a short clover crop for poorer grades. It will make you
, Since the arrival of the Apache chief
.
t , . It of all klndg aifalf- - etc.
two friends who returned with him received from Mark Howell, treasurer the bumblebee is a carrier of pollen friends:
place
The
Good house and stable.
have been wooing all the eligible and collector of Chaves county, 30 from one clover plant to another.
is In a fine location, near Mountain
Homo Made Minco Meat
Apache women of Fort McDowell, but cents for 1900 taxes; $156.59 taxes for Thus when there are lots of bumbleRoad; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
1902.
From
place
1901;
J.
for
$383.80
taxes
is
the
market
meat
The
Farr
perfection.
squaw
comes
If
or
to
find
clover
bees
a
have so far failed to
property; will be sold cheap.
D.
of
and
collector
Walker,
treasurer
made
home
class
to
nurchase
first
the field mouse has destroyed the
Squaws to suit the matrimonial wishes
brick house,
Fine
SALE
FOR
1900;
county,
Eddy
pound
$2.68
for
taxes
one
from
sell
meat.
Will
bumbleebee there is no insect that mince
of the Kid. The two friends finally got
North Fourth street; bath room;
8
toT ean do its work in the summer time to a ton. It Is first class try some.
1901 i 482-2tor
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
107 and 109 S. First Street,
over
disappointment
of
because
drunk
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
1902,
and the farmers lose accordingly.
their failure to find a gentle wife for
pies
and
cakes
bread,
walks.
Home made
From Abran Abeytla, colector and This is not only true of clover, but
their chief and they, with several treasurer
at Mrs. Ackers, 601 Keleher avenue.
FOR SALE 2 lots, Gold avenue, near 0K4rO4K4O4rOO4K4K4
county, $135.99 of many other plants.
others, started a celebration at Fort 1901 taxes.of Socorro
o
corner Third street; includes Albu
"We hold that the bumblebee Is a
McDowell that terrified the whites.
Notice.
querque planing mill.
valuable
society
member
of
insect
who believed a new Apache war was
To whom It may concern:
Homestead Contest.
FOR SALE Fine place, South Broad
field
and
worthmouse
a
is
the
that
In process of formation. As a result
I have this day sold all of my Inter
A contest for a homestead entry has
way; 8 lots, 150x142 feet; with wind
of the disturbance Apache Kid and his been brought in the United States land less scamp who likes a good dinner est In the Whltson Music company to
mill and tank; good house, stable,
it,
does
not
to
but
want
work
for
f
ac
military
now
will
collect
two friends are
under
Emma C. Whltson, who
office by Ponlcan Tafoya vs. Alejandro
chicken houses, alfalfa, good garden,
Is an
Philippine
bumblebee
Tne
L
surveillance.
Mora. The land In dispute In the south entirely different insect from his counts and debts due and owing by
property.
etc. Look at this
Music company, and FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
Old settlers at Fort McDowell are quarter of section 5 and the north half American cousin. He
is fully an Inch the said Whltson
auspicious of Apache Kid. They would of the northeast quarter of section 8
thereof.
liabilities
all
good lodging and boarding house.
and a hair long- and looks like a settle
PRESCRIPTIONS 1
A. D. WHITSON.
be greatly pleased if he and his friends In township 29 north, range 9 west and small bird. He is full of business and
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
Albuquerque, Nov. 11, 1902.
were imprisoned without delay in or covers 160 acres. It will be heard Jan has no fear of suck a small animal
with oath room, furnished; in High
LIGHT.
o
der to frustrate any evil purpose he uary 5, 1903.
as the field mouse. Hs is a harmless
lands; splendid location; trees, staCOOL.
Excellent Dinners.
Mutual Tclephono 43.
may have. They fear that he is plot
Easy to Wear.
fellow when let alone, but his sting
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Sec
Postoffice Matters.
pressure on
ting a new Indian revolt. He already
Retllnl
anion
is
$50j,
balance
deadly
installments
to
of
cash
forms
smaller
ond street, upstairs, has an established
The present postmaster at Madrid In mal life. He will fight
Hipa or Back.
Severest
has several wives.
Albuquerque
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
for his own
Railroad Avenue,
VofundsTBtraps.
Hwnia
Apache Kid could not have returned Santa Fe county, having resigned, Del with the tenacity of a pugilist and reputation for first class dinners, fam
paid.
until
pro
movas.
Hopkins,
Coat
Kavsr
orU
Jwita
to civilization at a more critical time egate Rodey has recommended E.va-J.- any unscrupulous field mouse invad ily style. Mrs. G. E.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
prietress.
of that place to fill the
than the present. It Is but two weeks Thompson
ing
fight
;
his
will
have
domain
to
lights,
for
room
electric
rooms
bath
and
o
since there was serious excitement ancy. Mr. Thompson is the bookkeep everything he gets.
Try Mrs. Acker's potato cakes and
and all modern Improvements, in a
among the Apaches and Mohaves ow er for the Colorado Fuel and Iron com
"A field mouse after receiving the home made mince meat.
fine location. Price, ,5,500.
Ing to the distress and discontent pany at Madrid and is In everx respect sting of a Philippine bumblebee would
adobe house on
FOR SALE:
position.
fully
qualified
for
the
way
a
clothes
Ladies' and genu' cast
among them. These two warlike tribes
resemble the wrecked appearcorner of Fifth street and Slate avecounty, much
postoffice
Taos
Pena,
at
The
ance of some of our college boys aft bought; 107 North First street.
came so closely together owing to
nue. This house Is modern built and
be discontinued from December 15 er the Thanksgiving lootball game
their common sufferings that it was will
will be sold at a bargain..
go
you less per month, on mon
to He would have to lay up for repairs
point
will
costs
cn
for
and
mail
that
It
believed they had formed an alliance
FOR SALE The Kimball place, on
Building
Mutual
ey
from
borrowed
the
Costilla.
"It is the intention of the agricul
hostile to the whites. The white In
Twelfth street; 4 lots, 7 room house;
Daniel Beckett has been appointed tural department to introduce this association, of Albuquerque, for the
habitants of central Arizona went so postmaster
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
any
oth
from
Eddy
Stegman,
loan,
of
than
at
same
time
bee into the United States if climatic
far as to prepare themselves for a
Price, $2,250.
association. It is a good assoer
loan
permit.
He
will
conditions
be
will
struggle with the redskins. Apache
Officers FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
to borrow from.
ciation
parts
of
warmer
sent
to
the
the
Kid, the moBt dreaded of Apaches, ar
Election Ordered.
Third street, between Tljeraa road
J.
at first, where he may grad and directors: H. Brockmeier,
rived at Fort McDowell, where Mo
Adjutant General W.'H. Whiteman country
and Marquettd avenue; good locaWalker,
A.
E.
McKee,
F.
Pearce,
F.
haves and Apaches come more closely has issued the following order. No. 13: ually become hardened to the more E. L. Medler, J. S. Beaven. B. A. Sley- tion for business.
severe climate. It is then hoped he
In contact than anywhere else. Just
brick house
A vacancy existing in the office of will grow
FOR SALE Fine
fcter, W. G. Hope and W. E. Rogers
covers
he
spread
and
until
when his appearance served to confirm the captain of Company G First regisouth of postoffice; will be sold
country.
The
department
the
entire
Pay your taxes. See notice of col
the reports of the alliance of the two ment of infantry, national guard of has its eye upon other insects in the
cheap.
great Arizona tribes against the New Mexico, of Albuquerque, by rea- Philippines which may prove of value lector In another column.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
whites.
son of the promotion of Captain James to agricultural interests. There are
park, on West Copper avenue, good
- v
Subscribe for the Dally Citizen,
" A - f
V&.
t Nothing can be learned from Kid or E. Elder to be major, the commanding
bricK uouse, with all modern Imseveral varieties of honey bees which
o
an
will
order
regiment
provements and will be sold cheap.
Lis friends concerning his whereabouts officer of the
will be given a trial. A species of
Fresh Cut Flowers.
orick house near
during the last five years beyond his election to fill such vacancy and will tree toad, which has a deadly antipFOR SALE
IVE8.THEo- -FLORIST.
shops, with good stable and other imadmission that he baa been in Mexico make a report of the result of such athy for certain kinds of citrus in
No.
parlors.
Mrs. Bambini, at her
provements, on a corner; will be sold
sects, will be introduced into south
hie baa apparently spent most of his election to this onlce.
205 South First street, over the Hyde
hope
at a bargain.
time in the state of Sonora. When
era
California
with
the
it
that
is prepared
SALESMEN'S TRIALS.
may be useful In the extermination Exploring Expltion store,treatment,
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
asked for bis opinion of the Yaqul In
7
do
scalp
thorough
give
of the black or armored scale, which tc
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
dians in rebellion against Mexico he
Bad Food is One of Them.
corns,
bunions
dressllng, treat
expressed contempt for the Yaquis. He
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
Road traveling is rather hard on has caused so great a loss to fruit hair
and Ingrowing nails. She gives mas FOR SALE 4 room frame bouse on
evidently considers the Yaquis to be r.aleBinen. Irregular hours, Indifferent growing interests of late years.
- .
V MS- .
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
degenerate Indians for the reason that, hotels and badly cooked food play
North Fifth street; $1,000; good
com
of
own
preparations
Wolfe's
of
Haatlaat
Bambini's
Noaimtii.
' white they are fierce and destructive in
digestion.
smash with their
"It is sad," writes a Quebec cor plexion cream builds up the skin and FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
war, during times of peace they are
An old Philadelphia traveler tells respondent of the London Post, "to
Improves the complexion, and are
West Coal avenue; also some good
how he got the start of his troubles by see the state of Wolfe's monument
l iven to industry and toil.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
ranches for sale.
The dreaded chief must have passed using Grape-Nuts- .
"For years I was
grows
grass
innigh
cures
liana
tonic
prepares
that
a
hair
Wheat, write to
rxost of bis time In the last five years troubled with a bad stomach, which side the rutty and worn iron railings. also prevents dandruff and hair falling FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and board
and
BELEN, N. M.
It
and
good
Chihuahua.
location
ing house in a
in northern Sonora and
gave me constant headaches and pains The column is cracked, and if noth
JOHN BEOKEK, Proprietor.
out; restores life to dead hair; re
situated, near depot and shops.
is known that a stray band of Apaches all through my body, caused by eating ing be done must soon perish. The moves moles, warts and superfluous
new brick house
has been operating in that region and improper food. I spent considerable monument, a simple column with a hair. Give her a trial. She also has FOR SALE
Lot 60x143 feet;
in Highlands.
Kid has probably been tne leader. The money on doctors, who said I had indi- helmet and sword on the top, and a very fine tooth powder, which she
$1,000.
members of this band stole enough cat- gestion, and after taking medicine for its inacription:
'Wolfe died here, guarantees to be free from all metallic
J(J
tle to keep themselves supplied with a year and it doing me no good, I de victorious, 13 Sept., 1750 is sublime substances. It perfumes the breath, FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
avenue and Seventh street.
meat without exciting any concerted cided to go on a diet, but the different in its simplicity."
teeth
makes
the
gums
and
hardens the
brick house; lot
FOR SALE
action against them on the part of the cereals I ate did not help me. If it
clean and white. It is highly recom
Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention
The Paraoa Wa4tMl.
$1,500.
50x142
feet;
Mexicans.
hadn't been for the advice of a friend
Al
dentists.
class
by
all
first
mended
clergyman
custom
whose
A
country
I might be ailing
house. North Sec
During the past year the Apaches of to try Crape-NutPure Light Brahma EgZ tor Hatching
cure, and FOR SALE
it waa to read his sermons, one Sunday so a face powder, a freckle
street; 2 lots for $1,100.
ond
northern Sonora and Chihuahua have yet.
Albuquerouo N-- w MesJca.
cure.
All
pll
Dimple
of
cure,
Flr-He
forgot
and
Street
morning
msouscript.
his
t
with 501 North
I commenced to feel better in a
SALE: Brick house,
hait a number of conflicts with the
FOR
vegeta
purely
these preparations are
determined to take his congregation
2 lots, south postoffice, at a bargain.
Mormon colonists of the region be- short time after using the food; my in- into his confidence, and he accordingly ble comnounds. Give her a trial.
frame house on
FOR SALE
cause of raids which they had made on digestion left me; stomach regained announced: "My frivnds, this morn Automatic telephone 490.
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
U.e cattle of the latter. It looks now its tone so that I could eat anything, ing 1 have come without my aermon
and head aches stopped. I had gained So you must take what the Lord gives
Gents' suits cleaned and pressed 11 FOR SALE Fine property close in;
as though the Mormons had made
and Qraln.
brick house and stable, modern Imters too warm for the Apaches and the in weight, and have a better complexroe. But
come better up. a. Knopf, 107 Nona rirsi street
will
I
hoprovements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
ion than I bad for years. At many
Imported French and Italian
result is Kid's return to Arizona.
prepared."
Plumbing.
wind mill and tank; will be sold
DEALERS IN
The authorities at Fort McDowell do tels the salesmen will have nothing in
Qoods.
s
as
We have added a plumbing depart
Beaver la Colorado.
the line of cereals but Grape-Nutcheap.
not believe that Kid has any evil
our
business.
to
numerous
so
shop
delicious,
only
ment
but
Beaver
tin
become
and
have
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms.
GROCERIES AND TIODORS.
in bis visit to the fort. For this they consider it not
Solo stents for Saa Antonio Lime.
health in the in Colorado that the ranchmen want When you have anything In this line
Good location; cheap.
reason, while they will keep him under also beneficial
them killed off to save their prop- to be done see us about It before plac
lead."
strict surveillance, they will not inter- life they given
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard
by Postum Co., Battle. art;,
Name
North Third Strtet
fere with bis movements. They will Creek,
Old Phone 247
'
company.
ware
,
Mich.
give him every liberty In securing and
-

.
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...Bachechi & Giomi...
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Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies

-

BACHECHI

AMERICAN
SILVER
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RUPPE,

TRUOO.

-

Mills
Belen Roller
EVATOR
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-

to-da- y.

cen-trall- y

Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

Toti & Gradi

ht

s,

f

for-the- ir

E H. DUNBAR

5 TH Efc A LBUQ U ERQU E2D A IL
ble
In gold. Their par
value Is 1,000.
The former first mortgage is held by
the Central Trust company, trustee, of
New York, and h ncrnnH W thn In.
ternfttlnnnl Truct rnmnan nf Manvop
About $600,000 will be expended In Improvements and extensions of the system.
semi-annuall- y

Fifty Years the Standard

Startling, But True.
"If every one knew what a grand
medicine Dr. King's New Life Pills is."
writes D. H. Turner, Dempsytown, Pa.,
"you'd sell all you have In a day. Two
weeks' use has made a new man t
me. Infallible ror constipation, stomach and liver troubles. 25c at all drug
stores.
--

i5

CAN'T WRITE THEIR NAMES.

Awarded

Holiest Henors Vicrld's Fair. t
Highest Tests U. S. Gav't Chemists

Bailroad Topics
F. T. Perrla, of the Santa Fe, appeared before the board of trustees of San
Bernardino and asked permission to
removet he telegraph poles and wires
from the west to the east side of the
track along I from Fourth street to the
city limits. He stated that the company Intended to build a new line between San Bernardino and Barstow.
The request was granted.

The design submitted by Herbert
Adams, of New York to the board of
trustees for the Baldwin memorial
monument has been selected, and the
contract for the statue will shortly be
awarded. The statue will be erected at
Broad street and Spring Garden, directly opposite the offices of the Baldwin locomotive works.
Mokl Tea positively cures sick headache. Indigestion and constipation. A

delightful

kerb drink. Removes all
eruptions of the skin, producing a per
fect complexion or money refunded.

25c and 60c Write to us for for free
sample. W. H. Hooker ft Co., Buffalo.
N. Y. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H.
Briggs ft Co.
Of 1,101 passengers on

the Rock IbI
and train which was robbed a few
nights ago not one had a revolver,
which probably accounts for the fact

that no passengers were shot.
If you

are bilious and seeking

advis-

ers

A Violent Attack of Croup Cured.

"Last winter an Infant child of mine
had croup In a violent form," says Elder John W. Rogers, a Christian Evanyears to keep the tracks in line and gelist, of Filley, Mo. "I gave her a few
maintenance of tunnels Is even more doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
expensive. Drive a stake on the side and In a short time all danger was past
of a mountain, take the location with end the child recovered." This remedy
the greatest care, and return after a not only cures croup.but when given as
few months. The stake Is not in the soon as the first symptoms appear, will
same location. The whole side of the prevent the attack. It contains no
mountain has moved. This experiment opium or other harmful substance and
has often been tried and In all cases ruay be given as confidently to a baby
the result proves that the mountains as to an adult. For sale by all druggists.
are moving. The mountains are gradually seeking the level of the sea."
MU8T GET OUT.

Cut this out and tse It to any druggist and get a free sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, the
EVERYBODY DELIGHTED.
best physic. They cleanse and Invigorate the stomacn. Improve the appetite Newbro's Herplcide Destroys the Dand
and regulate the bowels. Regular size
ruff Germ Permanently and
25c per box.
Cures Baldness.

It Is said there Is hardly a road In
the country that Is not in the market
for freight cars and most of them are
placing orders as fast as they can for
new passenger equipment. The Rock
Island Is said to be completing arrangements for 10,000 new freight cars
to be delivered In 1903. The Santa Fe
Is trying to find some factory willing
to take an order for 3,000 cars.
There Is no cough medicine so popular as Foley's Honey and Tar. It contains no opiates or poisons and never
falls to cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Natives Emrlcyed by Santa Fe 8ign
the Hospital Petition.
Speaking of the petition which la be
ing circulated to get the Santa Fe to
build its proposed new hospital at San
Bernardino, the San Bernardino Sun
says:
"All to whom the petition has been
presented have signed: that Is, all who
can write their names. For there are
some in the employ of the Santa Fe
who are unable to see what they look
like on paper, unless some one helps
them out. For Instance, there are the
natives who form the roustabout crew
Sloat's chief
which is Storekeeper
backing. None of them can write, but
are nevertheless going to sign that
They held a meeting the other
day and declared themselves unanimously in favor of having the hospital
in San Bernardino, especially If It Is
going to be in the old mission style.
They will have some of the storehouse
force sign their names to the petition
and after it they will make their
crosses.

Quinine and rum and a whole lot of

other things, are pleasant to rub on
the scalp after wa;hing it free of dandruff, but not one preparation of the
general run cures dandruff and falling
hair. It is necessary to kill that germ,
to be permanently cured of dandruff,
Herplcide will positively destroy that
germ, so that there can be no more
dandruff, and so that the hair will
grow luxuriantly. "Destroy the cause
and you remove the effect." Send 10
cents in stamps for a sample to The
Herplcide Co., Dept. F, Detroit, Mich,
o

This morning a passenger coming In
on the G. H limited brought In a wild
cat, says the El Paso Herald. It was
caged In a common cracker box, with a
piece of wire netting nailed over the
top. When the cat was taken off the
train the box was set down on the plat
form and a sack thrown over the top,
One of the switchmen came along and
having a few minutes to spare sat
down on the box. Pretty soon along
came the owner of the cat and told the
switchman what he was sitting on.
It is said that the switchman lmmedl
ttely took a lay off and Is busy trying
to figure out what might have happen
ed if the wire netting had given way.
Asleep Amid Flames.
Breaking into a blazing home, some
firemen lately dragged the sleeping In
mates from death. Fancied security
and death near. It's that way when you
neglect coughs and colds. Don't do It
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con
sumption gives perfect protection
against all Throat, Chest and Lung
Troubles. Keep It near, and avoid suf
fering, death and doctor's bills. A
stops a late cough, persistent
use and most stubborn. Harmless and
nice tasting, Its guaranteed to satisfy
by all druggists.
Price 50c and $1.00.
Trial bottles free.

Take DeiWtt's Little Early Risers,
Just before going to bed.
You will find on the morrow.
You are rid of your sorrow
That's all; just enough said.
These famous pills do nto gripe, twt
move the bowels gently and eas
SHORT LINE REFUNDS BOND3.
cleansing the liver. Their tonic effect
gives strength to the glands, prevent- Mortgages All Its Propeties for the
Sum of $3,600,000.
ing a return of the disorder. J. H.
The Colorado Springs & Cripple
O'Reilly & Co.; B. H.' Briggs & Co.
Creek District Railway company has
"The mountains are constantly mov- at Colorado Springs, Colo., a mortgage
ing," was the remark of an officer of cn all its franchises and property to
the Denver & Rio Grande road recent- the Morton Trust company of New
ly. In speaking of the great landslides York, for 13.600,000, to refund outGlenwood Springs, standing first and second mortgage
lu the canyon-abovColo. "We find from actual experience bonds aggregating $2,977,000, and to
in maintaining tunnels, bridges and provide cash for further improvements
tracks In the mountains that the moun- The railway company places all its
tains are moving. It costs a railway bonds with the Morton company. They
passing through the mountains a great are "first consolidated
gold,"
deal of money in the course of ten and bear Interest at 5 per cent, paya- -

Santa Fe Trying to Eject Squatters
From
Attorneys for the Santa Fe at Kansas City filed forty ejectment suits In
the north side court, Kansas City, Kansas, against the people who are living
in that section of the city known as
The Santa Fe purchased this land several weeks ago and notice was served on all squatters In the
district to remove their beongings
within thirty days. A great many of
the residents removed to Greystone
heights and other places not far disThose who are
tant from
defendants In the ejectment suits filed
have refused to comply with the order
of the railroad company.
Toad-a-Lou-

Toad-a-Loup-

..

Toad-a-Lou-

A Thanksgiving Dinner.
Heavy eating is usually the first
cause of indigestion. Repeated attacks
Inflame the mucous membranes lining
the stomach, exposes the nerves of the
stomach, producing a swelling after
eating, heartburn, headache, sour ris-ngs and finally catarrh of the stomach,
Kodol relieves the inflammation, pro
tects the nerves and cures the ca
tarrh. Kodol cures Indigestion, dys
pepsia, all stomach troubles by cleans
Ing and sweetening the glands of the
stomach. J. H. O'Reilly ft Co.; B. H.
Briggs ft Co.
NAVAJO BLANKETS.

llollister Explains the Meaning of
the Symbols Told Their Troubles
and Joys.
"Navajo Blankets;
Their History
and the Significance of Their Designs,'
was the subject of an Interesting address delivered before the Colorado
Academy of Science and invited guests
by Gen. U. S, Holllster, says the Denver Republican. The meeting was held
in the rooms of the State Historical sorare and
ciety. He exhibited sixty-fivancient specimens, part of his personal collection with several loaned
for the occasion by citizens who take
an interest in southwestern curios.
Mrs. Cornelia S. Miles, president of
the academy, called the meeting to order. After the reading of the minutes
of the last meeting by Secretary W. C.
Ferrill, she introduced Dr. W. C. Kin-lewho spoke of the fact that the Indians are passing away rapidly, leaving as mementoes probably no more
lasting articles than their blankets. It
was fitting, he continued, that Americans learn as much of the significance
of the markings of tnese blankets as
possible. Dr. Klnley then introduced
General Holllster. He read extracts
from a pamphlet on the history of the
Navajos, which he expects to publish,
and subsequently displayed each of his
Mankets, explaining the markings and
Gen.
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Leads Them All
I

The Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York leads
an otner companies
la

toonl pal'

lll7-lMl)e-

n

$59,1 59,480-3la

la prtod

4

AaMta

( aniawmipttd growth

Founded 59 Years Ago
The Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York is a
synonym for
SECURITY The first element desired by
investor.
SECURITY Independent of crop failures,
panics, strikes or wars.
Wiltt

ta--

(or "When Shall I Inturer"

The Mutual Life Insurance
Com tan y of New York
Rich and A. McCtmcv, P reticent.

Darby A. Day, Mgr., Albuquerque, N.

the history of a few
In part:

M.

of tuem. He said

"The Navajos were and are imita
tors. They secured most of their patterns from the Pueblos, and I presume
the Pueblos secured their patterns
from the Cliff Dwellers. The source of
the Cliff Dwellers' Ideas we have no
record of. The art of weaving is un
doubtedly of aboriginal origin. Our
available data shows that soon after
1720 they could produce coarse fabrics.
The work was done by the women, and
their whole destiny was involved in
the designs they adopted. The small
est fabric they made showed their In
dividualitythe Individuality of the
Navajo squaw. She sets no patterns
when she starts, but works symbolic
ally, knowing not until she finishes
what she intends to mane. She knows
symbols, and these must appear in
some form. The crosses and squares
markings of all
and bars and tig-zathese blankets have meanings.
"The simple cross Is a common pattern. The Indians paid homage to it
as a matter of protection. The creative spirit, father and mother, are
shown In red and black. The snake Is
worshipped by the tribes, and Is work
ed In blankets in homage of this reptile; but we have to approach these
subjects with a great deal of care, as
the Indians themselves have a great
many analyses of their figures. When
the Navajos see the cross they con
sider It equal In effect, with the Great
Spirit, to a supplication."
General Holllster exhibited a specimen of Mexican blanket fifty-tw- o
years
old, In a fine state of preservation.
A
Moqul dress pattern, In solid black and
embroidered in red, was exhibited as a
sample of the art as possessed by the
Moqul Indians. He showed a Navajo
blanket made before the tribe had ob
tained the secrets of coloring. "They
originally made them all white," ex
plained General Holllster, "then they
found a combination that made wool
gray. Subsequently dyea became avail
able and lurid colors were adopted.
Here is a black and red, genuine Nav
ajo, showing red crosses, each cross
Indicating the troubles of members of
the weaver's family."
He showed Navajo blankets made of
Germantown yarns, so closely woven
that the wool was not discernible. An
other was shown woven so closely and
yet as soft as a piece of silk. Some
specimens twenty-fivyears old were
declared to have been made of Ger
mantown yarns, yet - undeniably of
Navajo origin. He said, however, that
up to 1800 the Navajos made no
blankets except of natural wool. About
that time they secured from Spanish
traders a red cochineal dye, and from
that date turned out genuine Ball at as
(pronounced Itayetas).
"Now and
then," he said, "an old ballata is
found that must have taken a squaw
r.lvpii rha rail an A
a vpar in maka
bfue and black they evolved their pe
culiar greens and yellows by mixtures
with their local shrubs and leaves and
roots of plants."
g

e
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. .Acker's Blood Ellxer positively cures
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofu
lous affections. At all times a match
less system tonic purifier. Money refunded If you are not satisfied. 50c
and 1. J. H. O'Reilly ft Co. and B.
II. Briggs ft Co.

This morning was the coldest of the
season thus far, and today hag shown
Itself of the same character.
Anxious Moments.
Some of the most anxious hours of a
mother's life are those when the little
ones of the household have the croup.
There Is no other
so effective
in this terrible malady as Foley's
Honey and Tar. It is a household favorite for throat ami lung troubles, and
as it contains no opiates or other
poison 8 it can be safely given. Alvarado Pharmacy.
e
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the most dreaded and deadly of all
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General
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r Merchandise

as well as pneumonia, and all
The Record ef Ballots Cast In the lung troubles are relieved at once and
Fancy Groceries a
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
lng of all cough cures." Cures coughs
Principal Territorial Towns.
Provisions
and colda In a lay 26 cents. Your
money back If f.statisfled. Write for
free sample. W. H. Hooker
Co., 023 S.
Second St. '
Albuquerque
DELAYED
YOTE OF GUADALUPE COUNTY. Buffalo N. Y. J. H. ORlelly ft Co., and
B. 11. Briggs ft Co.
Demicg is we ares minlns water
of the southwest.
Deming water la chemically pur- eequal to Polos Springs.
Deming has Increased SO per cent. In
population in four years.
Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
on.
Investments In Deminx lota will
In the followtng seventeen towns douhl
ani treble In one year.
or precincts over 250 votes were cast.
Lreminn fin now a urge ice plant
indicating a population of 1.600 or and electric light system nnder contract
ever:
In Deming the oemand tor rer.tal
Santa Fe, 1,168; Albuquerque, 1,139;
Hast Las Vegas and Las Vegas, 1,008; houses Is five times In excess of tue
Roswell, 823; East Las Vegas. 730; supply.
Deming has an abundance of water
Alamogordo, 655; Las Cruces, 491; Ra tor Irrigating
vineyards, orchards, or
ton, 490; Sliver City, 454; Carlsbad, gardens.
412; Deming, 367; Dawson, 356; Bare-laBuy lots and build In Demits:. Your
302; Las Vegas, 278; Gallup, 273; rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
Central Las Vegas, 267; Socorro, 266; the Investment
In Demiug good safe loans can br
Wagon Mound, 256.
had at better rates than la Uie otd a
tabllshed towns.
Bernalillo County.
In Deming you can buy lots for 1100
The following precincts and towns fhich
will pay yon 100 per cent I ies
In this (Bernalillo) county cast over ban twelve months.
100 votes:
Albuquerque, 1,139 votes,
In Dealing kuiotner good hotel is
a falling off from two years ago of 315 needed to accommodate the enormous
votes; Barelas, 302; Old Albuquerque, acreaae of population.
Deming Is a great health resort-- baa
240, a falling off of 18 votes; Pena
Blanca, 188; Alameda, 169; Corrales, of no superior in climate for the curs
nuimonary troubles.
116; Bernalillo. 151; Los Padillas, 124;
Deming will be
great smelter
Los Grlegos, 122; Ranchos de Albu center. Two largethe
plants will be In
querque, 122; Duranes, 115. Bland was stalled within the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you
the only precinct that gave a demo
can get them cheap In Deming now.
cratic majority, the other thirty-twprecincts giving republican majorities, witn certain savancs assured T
Agricultural lands In Demlna are un
and in quite a number not a vote for surpassed
for fertility, production of
the democratic candidates was cast traits and vegetable
of ail kinds.
The vote in detail for each candidate
Deming! Have you been there? II
was published In The Cltlten last aot, you should get there for the bis
week.
sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
Deming offers the same ODDortunl- tles now that the moat prosperous
Guadalupe County.
In the ws"t offeree, several yoaa
In Guadalupe county 1,364 votes cities
aim.
were cast, an Increase of 208 votes
Deming neeas one hundred new
since two years ago. Six precincts houses to supply the demand, and
gave democratic majorities and thir- needs them now. This demand con
teen republican majorities. The follow- tinues to grow.
Dentins snips over IUO.000 head of
ing precincts cast more than 100
votes: Santa Rosa, 204; Anton Chlco, cattle annually: is the center of the
greatest breeding region In the south
117; West Puerto de Luna, 113;
west ana cstus men all know this.
101.
The republican vote showed a gain
of 269 votes and the democrats a loss PROPOSALS FOR BIOS, NEW MEX
ICO PENITENTIARY.
i f 57 votes.
The following Is the vote for each
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 22, 1902.
candidate:
8ealed proposals will be received by
For delegate, Rodey, r., 773 ; Fergus-son- ,
d., 691; council, C. A. Spless, r., the board of New Mexico penitentiary
commissioners, at the office of the sup653; J. S. Duncan, r., 710; Crescencla-nGallegos, d., 664; F. E. Olney, d., erintendent until 10 o'clock a, m., Mon-da- y
the 8th day of December, 1902, for
551; Manuel C. de Baca, I., 36; David
C. Winters, 1., 22; house, Celso Baca, the furnishing and delivery at the New
r., 459; Eduardo Martlnei, d., 648; Sa- Mexico penitentiary, of supplies here
inafter mentioned, or so much thereof
lome Martinet, I., 326; county commls-nlonesecond district, Jose P. Mar-tine- ss said board may deem sufficient.
Payment for said supplies will be
r., 555; J. C. Thomas, d., 623; E.
made In cash. Delivery of all supplies
O. Cooper. I., 168; county commission
er, third district, Jose P. Sandoval, r., except perishable articles must be made
566; Raymundo Harrison, d., 776; pro within sixty days after date of award;
bate judge, Florenclo Garcia, r., 680; to commence at such time as the
designates. The delivery
Desiderio Jaramlllo y Aragon, d., 664;
sheriff, Martin Serrano, r., 489; Lean- - of twef to begin on January 1, 1903.
Samples wiii be required of all artidro Casaus, d., 715; W. H. Rusby, I.,
139; assessor, John C. Clancey, r., 650; cles marked with an asterisk, and
John B. Giddlng, d., 782; treasurer and these should be labeled showing name
collector, Fred L. Braun, r., 473; Leo of bidder price, etc., and must be delivered to the superintendent not latpold Sanches, d., 862; superintendent
of schools. Dr. J. Addison Jackson, r., er than 9 o'clock on said day. All bids
516; Mllnor Rudolph, d., 833; surveyor, must be made strictly In accordance
J. W. Campbell, r., 529; T. D. Martin with conditions on blank proposals,
which will be furnished by the superci, d., 698. .
intendent on application; bids otherA Policeman's Testimony.
wise made will not be entertained.
J. N. Patterson, night policeman of A bond will be required from all sucNashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had cessful bidders, within ten days after
a bad cold on my lungs and tried at date of award, for the faithful fulfillleast half a dozen advertised cough ment of contracts.
60,000 pounds fresh beef, prime qualmedicines and had treatment from
two physicians without getting any ity, necks and shanks excluded.
6,000 pounds bran.
benefit. A friend recommended Foley's
50 cases laundry soap.
Honey and Tar and two thirds of a bot3.000 pounds hominy.
tle cured roe. I consider it the greatest
10,000 pounds beans.
cough and lung medicine In the world,
30 cases roasted coffee.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
10 cases tomato, s. standard quality.
Boys' and Youths' Overcoats.
6,000 pounds granulated sugar.
Just received, a handsome assort
1,000 pounds rice.
ment of boys' and youths' overcoats,
100 pounds K. C. baking powder.
comprising all the latest styles, from
100 pounds black pepper, whole.
the long, loose coats bo very popular,
1 dozen standard pints vanlla exto the short reefers. All qualities and
every price. Simon Stern, the Rail tract
10 cases canned corn.
road Avenue Clothier.
150 pounds laundry starch.
o
300 pounds Ealsoda.
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M.
150 pounds macaroni.
Mandeh's.
50,000 pounds flour.
50 pounds tea.
DEMING.
1,000 pounds D. S. Bacon.
A Few Pointers About a Good Town In
The board of penitentiary commisSouthern New Mexico.
sioners reserves the right to reject any
Keep your Aye on Demlnc.
bids. In submitting bids for
Deming has lust been Incorporated. and allsupplies
bidders should write
Deming, the coming city of New above
plainly on envelope the following:
Mexles.
Deming has s magnificent school "Bid for supplies for New Mexico
system.
Penitentiary," with name or names of
Deming, the railroad center of New bidders, to avoid the opening of same
Vexlco.
by mistake. Samples may be sent sepDeming. the gateway to the beet arately, duly marked and numbered.
tan of Old Mexico.
Denting! Don't overlook It If you to the superintendent.
By order of the board of penitentiary
are looking for a sale and paying Incommissioners.
vestment
H. O. BURSUM,
Deming, the seat of the n.w county
of Luna.
Superintendent.
The official vote on November "4,
gives an Idea of the relative standing
of the towns in population, although In
this city the full voting strength of the
city fell short between 600 and 600
votes, there being no special contest

s,

o

Railroad Time Tables

S3

(Is effect Jnns

1, 1801.)

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:16p.m.
No.7.Mex. ft Cal. Express,. 10: 06 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited... .10:601
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
I:30i
No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7: 10 sub.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27. Mexico Express
11:00 p.m.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
11:45 p.m.
No 4, Chicago Limited
No. S.Chicago Express
6:45 p.m,
LEAVE GOING WE8T.
No. 1, California Express.... s: 16 p.m.
No, 8, California Limited... .11:00 s,m,
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mon-- days. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and FrV
days.
, going sown.
Local freight No.
'
csrrles passengers.
F. Ik MTKK8, Agent.
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Tourist Sleeping Cars
Nicely equipped and
Providing every

o

r,

G

Comfort

SANTA FE
THE

.

Golden State
El Paso

--

limited"

Norttisastern

Systn

In connection with
'
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM
SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
Is a
New Solid Through, All Pullman Daily,
Train Between
GO
LOS ANGELES-- EI
Pato-CHICA-

For Strictly First Class Travel
Only.

-

to Kansas City
'I
j
hours El Paso to Chicago
384 hours El Paso to 8t. Louis
6V4 hours El Paso to New Te.lt

28 hours El Paso
42 Va

Passage limited to berth capacity of

the train

about

75

berths.

.

-

Dining Car Service all the way
N. B. On the El
system this train stops only at El Paso
Alamogordo, Carrlsoso and Santa Ross,
Fl rrttsla cmwfyp emfwyp....Gfrafrf
First train leaves El Paso November
4, 1902.

A. N. BROWN,

'
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I made biscuits with Presto. They all enjoyed them
The
biscuits were lovely and no trouble to prepare. It surprised me.
Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Oct. ij, igoa.
(Signed) Elite Hand, with Cadwaladar Biddle,

.ass?, Company

What does your cook say?

&

North and Easl
Between
BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,
And the

,

NortKBetand West
w ma

says of

'

Presto

j

OKLAHOMA
And the

North

and

Easi

Observation cafe cars, nnder the
management of Fred Harvey. Equip
ment of the latest an. best design. C
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cus men were always present at these
celebrations in this territory.
Tom Tobln was quite an Interesting
character in those days, and was a
partner of Kit Carson. A story is told
ct how Tobln captured a couple of
native desperadoes on one of these
events. It was mar the Sangre de
Crlsto range., Tobln with a party were
on a march across the country. A thousand dollars reward was offered for a
native named Espinosa and his son.
Tobin saw a raven circling in the air
above a forest. 'Watch that raven,'
he said, 'and wherever it lights there
1b meat of some kind.'
"Everyone kept an eye on the raven,
end advancing closer saw smoke arising from between the trees. Crawling
on their hands and knees they advanced within a few pares of the outlaws.
They refused to surrender and were
Rhot through the head. The heads of
the desperadoes were carried back to
the camp In a bag, which Tobin retains
to this day. This will give you an
Idea of the way we lived in those days.
"I could tell all kinds of stories
which relate to the strenuous life of
the early days. Thanksgiving was always an event of great Interest among
the plainsmen, becauHe it was seldom
we could always Bt together and
feast and enjoy ourselves."

EARLY THANKSGIVINGS,

"Sandy" Wardwell and
Relate

D. R. Evans

Interesting Tales.

INDIANS WERE THEIR FRIENDS.

Cold Weather Shoes for Women
HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED

THE RISK YOU RUN BY WEARING LIGHT SHOES IN WINTER?
IT IS EASY TO CONTRACT A
COLD BUT QUITE HARD AND
EXPENSIVE TO GET RID OF IT.
WE HAVE A LINE OF SHOES
WITH EXTENSION SOLES AND
CORK CUSHION THAT REDUCE
THIS DANGER TO A MINIMUM.
THEY
COMFORTABLE,
ARE
LOOK WELL AND WEAR BETTER, TRY A PAIR.

DONGOLA SHOES, WELT SOJ.ES
VICI KID 8HOES, WELT SOLES
PATENT KID SHOES, WELT SOLES

...T$2.50
$3.00
$3.50

BooBBttttaoaoBBoaatta
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B
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you can't do without.
Turkey
may be King, but we have other luxuries that press His Majesty Very
closely. We have the best plum pudding, the best mince meat, raisins, currants, fruits, and everything needed
for a delightful Thanksgiving feast.

that

J

No.

..REMOVAL

L. BELL & CO.
118 and 120 Sooth Second

St

ON AND AFTER DECEMBER 1, WE WILL OCCUPY THE STORE NO.
IN ORDER TO

RE-

WE OFFER FROM NOW UNTIL
ENTIRE STOCK OF 8HOE3, 8LIPPERS, LEGGINGS,
ETC, AT A UNIFORM DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. AT THE8E PRICES
IT WILL PAY YOU TO LAY IN YOUR WINTER'8 8UPPLY OF SHOES.

DUCE OUR STOCK BEFORE MOVING,

DECEMBER

TV

1, OUR

MUENSTERMAN
MONEY TO LOAN.

CITY NEW8.
Subscribe for The Citlxen.
Look Into Klein wort's market on
North Third street. He has the nicest
fresb meats la the city.
. Subscribe for The Citizen.
'
we arc
I
Mexican drawn
bowing a big assortment.
Albert
faber, 0C Ballroad avenue.
We carry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths in this city.
Albert Faber 305 Railroad avenue.
Our style COO, women's cotton hose,
with extra elastic welt, double sole, reinforced toe and high spliced heel is a
better value for 25c than you can buy
anywhere else. They are foil fashioned, fast black and guaranteed to
give satisfaction. .Try a pair at C.
May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208
Y'8t Railroad avenue.
Made
' The Heme meat

p..

Mince Meat.

Fair

market is the place
to purchase first class home made
mince meat. Will sell from one pound
to a ton. It is first class try some.
Nonce.
The Rico Cai serves the best meals
In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, S cents up, 111 North First

street

.

MONUMENTS.

All kinds of stone and aable work
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue
H. Q. MAURINO.

I

On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
food security; also household goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
Qentlemenl let us tula your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
Mrs. H. El Sherman, dressmaker and
ladies' tailor, No. 217 South Second

street.
Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.
o

Brought Prisoner Here.
Deputy Sheriff Newcomer arrived
from El Paso this morning with prisoner Ward, who was arrested In that
city some time ago, as a suspect of the
Santa Fe and Benjamin safe robberies.
One of the early suspects arrested here
had property on his person which he
claimed to have received from Ward.
With the description of the man given
by the prisoner here, Officer Ben Williams and Detective O'Rlelly, of El
Paso, arested their man. However, he
refused to come back with the officers.
Fugitive papers were sworn out and
as soon as they could be signed by the
governor of Texas, Ward was brought
back against his will. He will proba
bly be given his hearing today or to
morrow.
HBBBBBHSXBlSBBBBHeXliSlllHSIBBBBBllSBBBHeXllllBaiSMBSlllMSBBllllllllMSnBS
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Monarch
up-to-da- te

patterns in

Stiff

r: ;;;

Bosom

Shirts

$1.25

Cluetts extra fine shirts in
new percales and

V

madras
V--

A

.

1.

of your
Pay up

o

$1.75
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.

E. L. WASHBURN

WHY HESITATE
BUY IT NOW!
You need a Warm Winter Suit,

Ed Oehrlng and Clara Wilson, Gles-sl- e
Wilson and Maurice Hartnett and
Hattie Brown and Mattle Dodson are
going to be in the big cake walk at
Colombo hall December 2.

The contrast of the Thanksgiving In
the southwest today and the Thanksgiving of I860 Is most interesting. The
I
manner in which the old pioneers celeHave your window glass put in by
brated the great event was much more
C. A. Hudson. Ho guarantees no cold
fascinating and perhaps more enjoyawind in your house after his work.
ble than are our quiet celebrations and
Don't miss the Japanese and negro
easily obtained feasts.
first part
Albuquerque has several old pioneers in her midst this Thanksgiving
Keep out the wind by having your
who have a vivid recollection of the
glass put in by C. A. Hudson.
window
Thanksgiving as it was celebrated on
the plains In the early 60s and 70s.
At' Colombo hall, December 2, little
Several of these early plainsmen were
Juanita Horton, aged 4 years old, will
seen yesterday and extracts of the earwalk for the cake.
ly Thanksgiving are given in this article.
Come and see the Willow Pattern
Sandy Wardwell's Thanksgiving.
Plate sextette, and big cake walk. The first pioneer approached was L.
Fifty voices In the chorus of Mrs.
C. Wardwell, better known as "Sandy,"
Berry's juvenile minstrels.
& name which he acquired on plains
years ago.
It Costs Nothing
W. V. Wolvln, D. D. 5., Dental Sur"Thanksgiving now," said Mr. Ward-welyour eyes thoroughly examinhave
to
geon
Railroad,
Grant
Fe
Pacific
Santa
"does not ,have the gayety and
ed. Twelve yean of experience as
excitement that it had in the early block. Both 'phones.
o
and frame fitter with A. S.
days. I remember a Thanksgiving in
company,
Aloe
DANCE.
FINE
St Louis, Mo. With B.
I
1860, believe the first one I spent in
Ruppe.
New Mexico. It was at the ranch of
A. A. WINTERER, N
Luria B. Maxwell, a Frenchman. He The Christopher Colombo Society Held
307 West Railroad Ave.
Night.
Forth
Last
owned the old Maxwell land grant, the
The Christopher Colombo society
largest tract of land In the country at
The big Japanese and negro first
that time. It is now owned by some gave a swell dance at Colombo ball part in the Brownie's juvenile minmerry
dancers enjoyed strels is' gong to be a decided novelty.
British land company, and the town last night. The
of Cimarron now stands where we held the evening of music and gaiety until Seven little girls In oriental costumes
cur celebrations. Maxwell was an old the Thanksgiving day had appeared. D. will sing and dance in true Japanese
trapper, and on these occasions Kit Ramirez's orchestra flooded the hall style, while the end men with their
Carson, Tom Tobin and other old cele with beautiful music, which pieased loud suits will keep the audience
brated frontiersmen
would gather and thrilled the happy dancers. A spe- laughing from start to finish with their
'
here, and what a time we would have. cial feature of the festivities was the jokes and coon songs.
"On this special Thanksgiving there grand march played by the orchestra.
Rosa Berry will sing Wltmark's
were 300 or 400 Ute Indians present. About 100 couples were present and
publications, December 2.
We were on pretty good terms then, the spacious ball ' was comfortably
and they celebrated with us. There filled.
GENTLEMEN1
was lots of sport In those days. Horse
Call and examine our new fall samConcert and dance at Colombo hall
races that were very exciting, Indians
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
against the whites and whites against tonight. Admission, 75 and 50 cents..
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
the Indians. There was lots of betting
style, price and quality, compels
ALVARADO
HOTEL.
AT
end high stakes, but usually there was
yon to be our customer.
not much money up. The sporting men Menu
for Thanksgiving Dinner at 6 Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
would bet from 50 to 200 cattle and
O'Clock, This Evening.
Second Street. from 500 to 800 sheep, which soon run
up into dollars.
Blue Points.
"I have heard old Maxwell tell his
Celery
rider that if he didn't win he would Green Turtle, Baltimore
shoot him. So you can imagine that
Consomme Alvarado Three
Jersey Bulla
there was nothing tame about these
Olives
Radishes
sale.
for
races.
Pickled Walnuts
"Yes, all running races, and the kind
Boiled Red Snapper, Butter Sauce
you don't see nowadays Then there Cucumbers
If interested, address
Potatoes Natural
was the turkey shooting The turkey
Boiled Turkey, Celery Sauce
GLECKLER'S DAIRY.
was put In a box some distance away. Philadelphia Reed Birds
Each man had to pay so much for a
Wild Goose, Braised, Knickerbocker
Rhot and the man who put a bullet
Punch Imperial
(L W. STRONG & SONS,
through the head got the turkey.
Wild Turkey, Stuffed with Chestnuts!
The men who attended these
Ribs of Boef, au jus
'
Thanksgiving feasts were stockmen, Mashed Potatoes i Boiled Potatoes
stage drivers, prospectors, government String Beans
officers
from Fort Union and other
Cauliflower In Cream
ir.en who were engaged In work In the
Lettuce and Tomatoes
west.
Cranberry Pie
"Wild game was plenty and previous
Pumpkin Pie
20 Y.ara' Experience In this City
to the feast there would be a big hunt. Plum Pudding, Hard and Brandy Sauce
Nick nacks like one gets these days
Frozen Egg Nogg
were unknown. After the hunt a big
Pineapple Charlotte Russe
North Second St
tire would be built and the barbecue Assorted Cako
Fruit, Assorted
BOTH PHONES.
would begin. An ox would be roasted
Strawberries
whole, and the big brown bears roast
Nuts and Raisins
ed were delicious. Then we would have Cheese
Crackers
lots of venison and turkeys. Those
Cafe Noir.
feasts were great. At Maxwell's place
Little Juanita Is going to be "Puck"
the tables were sixty feet long and
they were always filled to overflowing. in the Brownie's minstrel troupe.
he Indians sat at one table and we
cat at the others, all eating the best
MONEYIOLOANX
meals of our lives. After the dinner
the Indians would have their fire
On diamonds, watches or any good
dances and the boys and Mexicans
security. Great bargain
in watches
would dance until very late at night.
There were lots of sports then and of every description.
A. H. YANOW
the betting stakes were very high.
Those who had money didn't think any 209 South Second street, a few doors
thing of staking $1,000 or more on a
north of postofSce.
favorite horse. Jim Hlckland was the
greatest sport in the bunch. Kit Car
ton wasn't much of a sport; he was
rather quiet.
People came all t&e way from San
ta Fe and Elizabethtown
and other
, The Pioneer Osteopath cf New Mexico
places to attend the one event of the
Cures by the
ear.
"No," concluded Sandy, "Thaaksgiv- ing now is nothing like we use to have.
Ic lacks the Interest and excitement of
All Dieeasee Which are Known aa
the old days on the plains."
Curable.
Evans' Thanksgiving
Send for Osteopathic literature.
Another pioneer, the oldest in the
Consultation Free.
city, D. R. Evans, was also seen by the
21-23
Office:
Citizen representative and the story he
told of the good old Thanksgiving was
equally as Interesting.
The first Thanksgiving I spent in
New Mexico was in 1879," Bald M Evans, his face beaming at the recollec
tion of the day of enjoyment. "A party
of ten or fifteen of us were camping
rorth of Elizabethtown and we bad a
grand celebration. The forests abound
ed with wild game of every descrip
tion. The entire party went on a hunt
and on our return we had our roasted
barbecue. We brought in several bear,
deer and other game that got in our
way. Then cutting the slain animals
dinner table? If so,
for your
into large pieces we roasted them be
occafore the large fires built for the
see our beautiful display of these wares.
sion. There were no Indians present,
as we at that time were not on friendly terms. But the feast in the forest
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES THIS WEEK
with all kinds of game at our disposal
I
was an event I Bhall never forget.
mott of my early Thanksgivings
in Colorado and there we also had a
See our
ad.
f rand dinner, at many of which the
Indians were present and they would
race, have chicken grabblngs and all
kinds of games. The races at these
events were particularly Interesting.
Everything was fast and exciting, yet
never disorderly. At the Thanksgiving
in '79, which I celebrated in New Mex
lco I was connected with the railroad
Albuquerque'5 Leading Jeweler,
Railroad Ave
stationed at Raton Pass. Yes, Kit
famCarson, Tom Tobln and other now

Do You Know

'..

Undertakers
and
Embalmers

201-21-

that we are better
in

Suit purchasing than we have ever been able
to give before. Because
We have the largest
and rri6st
complete line of Winter Suits that has ever
been placed on sale in New Mexico.
We can give you any style and every cut.
We can fit you properly, perfectly, and
according to the latest designs.
We are always the first to show the best
and the newest in the market and have exclusive patterns.

l,

full-blood- ed

s; .

prepared to give
ZSSSSSS:
you more genuine satisfaction
your Winter

f-

.
And, that when you buy your suit here
you get SUPEIUOR QUALITY along
with the LOWEST PRICES.

Suits range in price from

58 up to 825.

STERN".
.SIMON
The R. R. Ave. Clothier.

E. J. POST
r

C. F. MYER8

-

and

WM. MclNTOSH,

& CO.
Proprietor.

.

HARDWARE.
American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Goal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges,
.....and Cook Stoves
WE

REPAIRS
FURNISHED

EMPLOY

FOR ALL

ONLY

MAKES OF

THE MOST

8T0VES

COMPETENT

STOVES

MECHANICS

CLEANED,

AND

BLACKENED

DO ONLY

AND SET UP.

GOOD WORK.

1

DR. C. H. CONNER
Science of Osteopathy

Whiting Block

Need Any Silverware

Shirts....1
All the new nobby

Notice Is given that half
taxes will be due December
now and avoid the penalty.

JERSE Y BULLS

SALE OF SHOES..

222, SECOND STREET, OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE.

Henrietta and Henry Loci. Virginia
Finch and Oib Gatlln, A. Baum and
Miss Katherine Corcoran are members
of Mrs. Berry's Juvenile minstrels and
they will all be at their best December
2, at Colombo hall.

190

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS NOW
We must have money and offer everything we
have regardless of cost. The following goods
were untoucned by the robbers,
All of Our Silverware, Sterling and Plated.
All of Our Plated Jewelry, Brooches, Stick Pins, Chains.
All of Our Clocks and Novelties
All of Our Cut Class.

, We

take Orders for Watches, Rings and Diamond Goods..

,S.

VNN & SON.
Jewelers and Druggists

NEAR POSTOFFICE.

BOTH 'PHONES.

or Cut Glass
Thanksgiving

"Democrat"

....EVERITT:...

AlbuquerqueHardware Company
Builders1 and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

herders

fllNERS

.wall
nrrrxTHrc
1 JJ,l 1 O WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE 8 AND CARBINES.
120 WE 8T GOLD AVENUE.
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